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MSU Program Continuance Is
Recommended By Evaluation
A start evaluation report of the Murray
State University pilot program for supplemental assistance to local government
includes recommendations that the
program be continued with further state
financial support.
Prepared by the staff of the Office for
Local Government (01,G), assisted by the
Council on Public Higher Education staff,
the 39-page study lplus appendices)
contains broad recommendations that:
—The program at Murray State
University be allowed to continue and that
it be made available to other universities,
provided that each participating
university adopt policies and procedures
for total coordination of all services
related to local governments.
—The Office for Local Government and
the Council on Public Higher Education
jointly explore funding sources and funding arrangements and develop plans to
maintain programs on a continuing basis.
Submitted to Ralph Ed Graves,
executive director of the Office for Local
Government of the Executive Department
of Finance and Administration, the
evaluation was designed to determine how
well the objectives of the model program
have been achieved arid how well the
program—has' been managed since- its
beginning last November.
Funding of $30,000 for six months and a

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) —
United Nations delegates worked overtime
today to translate what many termed "a
new spirit of cooperation" into an
economic manifesto acceptable to all
countries — rich, poor, advanced, underdeveloped,capitalist and Communist.
The General Assembly's special
economic session, scheduled to finish
Friday, was extended through the
weekend and may not adjourn until Monday in order to meet demands for the
broadest possible consensus on guidelines
to improve international trade and investment systems.
"The chances are 60 to 40" of achieving
that consensus, Netherlands Development

Fair and Cool
Fair and quite cool tonight. Lows in the
mid to upper 40s. Sunny and only slightly
warmer Sunday. Highs in the low to mid
70s. Winds light and variable tonight.
Outlook for Monday — partly cloudy and a
little warmer. Rain chances are 5 per cent
tonight and 5 per cent Sunday.

six-month extension was authorized by the
01,G to Murray State to provide
specialized assistance at no cost to local
governments and three area development
districts—the Purchase, Pennyrile and
Green River.
Government assistance activities .at
Murray State are coordinated by the
Center for Regional Services, a onecontact point established last fall to match
specialized manpower and expertise on
the campus to specific regional needs.
The original objectives of the program,
as specified in the preface of the
evaluation report, were:
To provide the additional manpower and
specialized expertise needed by units of
local government; and to achieve a
mechanism which allows university
resources to be matched with a particular
need of a unit of local government, which
transfers benefits of completed projects
from one community to another, and
which prohibits duplication of services for
local governments.
A program history in the report's introduction states that "Murray was
selected for the model program because
the University was actively seeking new
ways to better serve its region and because
1VISTI and the Purchase Area Devetarthent
District already had a productive working
relationship."

Minister Jan Pronk, chairman of the main
negotiating committee, told a reporter
during a pause in the closed-door talks
Friday night.
The 138-nation assembly has split into
smaller contact groups seeking agreement
on such complex issues as commodity
trade stabilization, international investment, transfer of resources and
technology, monetary fluctuations, debt
adjustment, transnational corporations,
tariff preferences and agricultural
development.
The main task was to merge into one acceptable document sets of negotiating
proposals submitted by the developing
countries, the nine European Common
Market nations and the United States.
The predominant mood seemed to be
determination to take advantage of the
momentum achieved so far in the 13-dayold session and finish the job before the
regular General Assembly convenes
Tuesday for three months of debate on
mostly political issues.
Despite considerable agreement on
many items, diplomats reported difficulty
finding common ground on a Third World

Information used to prepare the report
was drawn from questionnaires completed
by users of assistance services, non-users,
Local Government Advisory Corrunittee
members, Murray State faculty and staff,
and executive directors of the area
development districts within the service
area.
Faculty, staff and students worked on a
variety of projects during the, period
covered by the study. Among them %%ere:
A study of county financing in the
Purchase Area Development District;
codification of city ordinances in several
towns; a carcass removal study for Trigg.
Christian and Todd counties; a commercial blight alleviation study in Cadiz; a
study of gross-receipts taxes vs. netprofits taxes in Hopkinsville ; a purchasing
study in Murray; an audio-slide presentation for the Pennyrile Area Development
District; improvement of public relations
of city employees in Henderson; and an
internal cost analysis for the Green River
Area Development District. .
The Center for Regional &ervicat and
the OLG shared a national award last
spring when the National Association of
Development Organizations NADO)
selected the program of specialized .servftes - tcr-4ocal-governments and arra-development districts as the No. 1
program in the nation.

demand for linking raw material and industrial prices, long opposed by the United
States and West European nations, and on
the general issue of goals and deadlines for
aid from the wealthy to the impoverished
nations.
The United States has opposed proposals.
fora deadline on an aid contribution of
seventenths of one per cent of gross
national product by wealthy countries,
long a U.N. target for the current decade.
A nation's gross national product is the
total value of the goods and services
produced in the country in one earm
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The annual "Kick-Off Banquet" for the
1975 football season at Murray State
University will be held at 6:30 p.
Thursday, Sept. 18, in the ballroom-of the
Waterfield Student Union Building on the
campus.
Sponsored by the "Big M Club, a
community-wide booster organization, the
banquet will honor the 1975 football
Racers, who open their season at home
Saturday night, Sept. 20, against Western
Carolina.
Tickets are ;10 per couple and reservations should be made prior to Tuesday
noon, Sept. 16, by contacting Jim Greer.
College of Environmental Sciences at the
University. His telephone number is
2886.
Tickets also are available from ;HIV
member of the -Big M Club," includa4;
Tom Rushing at the Bank of Murray and
Bobby Grogan at the local offices of !H
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and
Company.
Dr. Richard H. Stout, Murr:ty
physcician, is the president of the club and
in urging Murray State fans from acrics
West Kentucky as well as in the Murray
area to attend the banquet, said:
'Those of you who watched the Racers
last season in Roy Stewart Stadium
the opportunity to see some of the
t
exciting football in the history of Tslu-r , v
State. Yet, we again finished second in t
conference. This year, the OVC coarti.,s
have picked us to finish number 3
pressure is on! The coaches and '
players have accepted the challenge
we think they can go all the way
r
hope that a big crowd of fans will tut
for the kick-off banquet to demonstra!L .0
them we are solidly behind them "
season"
rP 7

ANTICIPATION—Murray High Cheerleader Gwen Purdom goes through ad
anxious moment awaiting the outcome of a penalty; flag dropped on the field.
The game was the home opener for Mur!ay. against Henry County, Tenn.
Stab Photo by David Dill

GO TEAM—Who knows which student this week lurks behind the face of the Tiger at home football games of Murray
High school? The Tigers dropped their home opener to Henry County last night.
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Wells To Celebrate Debut
Thoroughbred Director
Zero hour for David Wells is Saturday
evening, Sept. 20.
When the Thoroughbred Marching Band
at Murray State University takes the field
in Stewart Stadium at the first football
game of the year, he will celebrate his
debut as its director.
Wells, formerly the instrumental
director in the public schools of Lexington,
Ohio, exudes eagerness as he awaits that
first public performance. And he sees
enthusiasm that matches his among the
140 members of the band.
"Not only is it the first show since I
arrived on campus, but an opprotunity to
demonstrate the result of long hours of
hard, hot Practice," he explained. "Many
of the other schools have already begun
the new year as we watched from the
sidelines, and now are ready to show what
we can do."
He has been impressed with "the way
the band has accepted and begun to put to
effective use my ideas of style for a
marching band." Wells arrived on campus
in early August, and the band reported a
week prior to the beginning of the fall
semester Aug. 25.
Despite the-short duration of his new
position, Wells has seen enough to make an
optimistic prediction.
"Murray State should have the largest
marching band in the Ohio Valley Conference within three years—once we get
things a little better organized and get
proper emphasis placed on the program."
His credentials lend credibility to that
prediction.
Recognized as an outstanding marching
band adjudicator, he was awarded the
Citation of Excellence by the National
Band Association in 1971 and served the
following year as Ohio state chairman of
that organization.
Wells, who earned the B. M. degree at
Ashland College and the M. M. degree at
the VanderCook College of Music in
Chicago after also doing graduate work at
Kent State University, has teaching experience that spans 14 years.
He is a former president of District VII
of the Ohio Music Educators Association.
and has served as chairman Of state band,
choir and orchestra competitions. He is
also a member of the Music Educators
National Cnnfetrence

During his 10 yeers in Lexington. Wells
served as instrumental music director and
as supervisor of music, providing
leadership and coordination for the entire
music program. His duties also included
responsibility for the marching, concert,
and jazz bands and the wind ensemble,
instruction of a college preparatory course
in music theory, and at various times
directorship of the orchestra and choir.
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the

Department of Music at Murray State.
expressed delight with the acceptance the
new marching band director and assistant
director of bands has received from
students and band members alike.
"His background and his zest for
challenge make him a natural for the job,"
Farrell observed, "and we foresee his
making a tremendous contribution both to
the university and to the department."

GETTING READY—Pavid Wells(center), tie new director oi the Thoroughbred
Marching Band at Murray State University gestures as he makes a point while
talking to section leaders during practice. His debut will be Saturday esening
Sept. 20. when the band makes its first appearance of the year in programs and
halftime ceremonies in Stewart Stadium as. the fjiotball season opens.against*
WE•stern Carolina. Wells. a native of Mansfield. Ohio, is also the assistant direc tor
of bands on the campus.
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Your hidividual Horoscope
Frances Drake

Abby Debunks
Discourse with Dead
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My sister's boyfriend died last year and
she and I have been talking to his spirit on i. Ouija board
ever since. We have also talked to two other spirits on the
Ouija board.
My aunt says that we shouldn't use the Ouija board
because it is the work of the devil.
Can you give me any information about Ouija boards?
Are they bad or not?
J.B. IN OLEAN, N.Y.
DEAR J.B. • The only way one can "talk" to a spirit is
through prayer. And you don't need a Ouija board for that.
A Ouija board is all right to use as a "game," but don't take
it seriously.
DEAR ABBY: I have an unusual problem. I look
pregnant, although I'm not.
I've always had a large protruding stomach. Then I
became pregnant and foolishly gained 57 pounds.
My son is now 18-months-old, but I'm about 20 pounds
overweight and look like I'm seven months pregnant no
matter how I dress.
Needless to say, people are always saying to me, "Oh,
you're having another one!"
When I say. "No, I'm not pregnant," an awkward silence
follows.
Abby,if anyone can come up with a better response to the
endless comments, it's you.
LOOKS P.G. IN FLORIDA
DEAR LOOKS: A more satisfactory solution is what to
DO, not what to SAY. I know it's easier said than done, but
if you would trim off that excess weight and buy yourself.
good foundation garment, you'll lose that pregnant look.
DEAR ABBY: About six months ago I met a pleasant,
middle-aged married woman while visiting a mutual friend
in another city.
After returning home, I was surpriaed W
gift from her. Nothing costly; just a truiket with a friendly
note, ''I loved meeting you. Keep in touch."
I wrote and thanked her for her thoughtfulness. A few
weeks later, along comes another little gift from this
woman. Again I wrote to thank her.
Then she sent a store-brought card for no special occasion
with the message, "It's nice to have a special friend like
you...
I acknowledged the card only because I would have felt
guilty if I didn't. Abby, I am a busy, professional woman,
and I wish this woman would leave me alone. It irritates me
to have to write these thank-you notes to someone I hardly
know.
Why would a person persist in keeping up a contact
without any encouragement whatsoever? And how do I get
off the hook?
BAFFLED
DEAR BAFFLED: Obviously she wants to maintain the
contact. Chill the relationship by making your "thank
yous" brief and formal. Unkind? Not really. She's subtly
trying to obligate you.
CONFIDENTIAL TO L. IN BUFFALO: You can never
do a kindness too soon because you never know how soon it
will be too late.

HEARTLINE
. . answers your questions
. . cuts the red tape
. . solves consumer problems
. . gives information and referral
WRITE HEARTLINE if you have a specific
problem you want the HEARTLINE staff to

help you with.

Read HEARTLINE
in the

Murray Ledger & Times
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FOR SUNDAY'. SEPTEMBER 14, 1975
Look in the section in which acquire them. Key interests
your birthday comes and find may need a bit of extra push.
what your outlook is, according But don't go to extremes.
to the stars.
SAGI1TARIUS
ARIES
(NOV. 23 to Dec. 21)
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4IY6
Be careful in handling per44
A splendid period in which to sonal affairs; there may be
renew affectionate ties through some tricky areas, some kinks
mutual interests and pleasures. to iron out before taking action.
TAURUS
Some conflict of interests in(Apr. 21 to May 21) t-S4
67 dicated.
A good day. Among many CAtRICORN
favored activities: cultural and (Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 V
community interests; home and
A fine project begun recently
children's affairs; travel, will bog down unless you keep it
outdoor pursuits.
in mind, mull over details, plan
GEMINI
a tighter fitting of its "jigsaw"
( May 72 to June 21) 11
.
0
1 $1. pieces.
Do not become frustrated AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
over possible delays and
Do not let the unfamiliar keep
disappointments. And DO
watch the "little" things which you from accepting it on that
could cause unnecessary basis alone. Where you
carefully check for flaws and
friction in close circles.
find none, invite the innovation.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 030 PISCES
No matter what changes are (Feb. 20 to Mar, 20)
Your artistry and creativity
made in your routine, even in
your environment, you can stimulated. A time to "dress
make quick adjustments, up" old ideas and methods and
should get along well and even make them more practical.
make notable improvements.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
intellectually inclined, logical
(July 24 to Aug. 231
You can expect a pleasant and analytical in your thinking
day, with associates full of good and seriously concerned about
will and congeniality. Day your mission in life. You are
especially favors travel and extremely
practical,
Meeting interesting people.
meticulous in anything you
VIRGO
undertake and exceptionally
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) KAI, competent- at handling details.
You should find hObbies and Your versatility is such that you
artistic endeavors absorbing could succeed as an inventor,
and rewarding. And, like Leo, entertainer, writer, artist or
you meet new people who prove musician but your business
highly stimulating.
acumen is so noteworthy that
LIBRA
you will probably choose this as
/LEI
>I...Seat-2A to
laii1DeY-makingares..while
If dubious about accepting a carrying on one of the
certain suggestion, it will aforementioned professions as
probably be better to reject. But an avocation. Fortunately, you
do weigh it sufficiently so as not are one of the rare few who can
to miss any angles. _
carry on two _occupatioias_at
SCORPIO
once — and successfully. Just
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) in,
don't push yourself too hard.
Don't count on — or spend — Always make some time for
anticipated profits before you relaxation.

124A

Your Individual Horoscope
FOR MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 15, 1975
Look in the section in which
you will find the means to
your birthday comes and find
straighten everything put
what your outlook is, according
satisfactorily.
-*
to the stars.
VIRGO
ARIES
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP11.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
Be careful how you express
Adjustments, revisions, quick
yourself now. Reach conchanges may be the order of the clusions in your usual logical,
day. Take all in stride. orderly manner. Your decisions
Distribute energies judiciously; could affect many; also your
don't argue where tact, finesse example.
will win.
LIBRA
TAURUS
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) sitrl
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 64R,
If any of your plans have been
Planetary influences fairly
blocked lately, THIS is the time
generous. Study new situations to try again. Study new trends
carefully, and your native in- as you will soon play an active
telligence will help you make role in an unexpected situation.
the most of each.
SCORPIO
GEMINI
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
(May 22 to June 21) LOA.
Some tricky circumstances to
Happily aspected, this day
handle: Don't leave anything to
especially favors the formation chance. Look for some unexof new plans, revising pected — and pleasant — news
procedures for the balance of in a personal matter.
the week and completing all
SAGITTARIUS
"unfinished business."
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
CANCER
Being in the right place at the
(June 22 to July 23) 00
right time could be the key to a
Some things may bother you
more than usual. Don't fret. new opportunity or an adRather, check and look more venturesome experience on this
closely into pertinent matters — highly stimulating day. Keep all
to find the cause, and be able to senses alert.
cope.
CAPRICORN
LEO
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Via
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
You may hear some very
Unexpected interruptions
careless talk. Be analytical and
may slow you down a bit but, if
sift through all the wordage
you coordinate as you should,
until you ring the bell of fact
Then, and only then, take any
needed action.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your impressions about
certain acquaintances will be
valid, but don't spread the
word. Some information is best
kept secret.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Some misleading influences
Take no promises for granted
Get everything in writing and,
above all, be cautious in dealing
with strangers.

nVelic,

44g

YOU BORN TODAY are
highly energetic, always otitimistic, ambitious and far
more self-confident than many
others of your Sign. Your
trustworthiness is another of
your notable qualities and your
guardianship of others will
always be carried out to the
pointef perfection. In fact, in all
things you are a perfectionist at
heart and may drive yourself and others too hard at times.
You are quite a philosopher and
would make an excellent
counselor or teacher if you can
curb that trait of being too
exacting with those under your
supervision. Other fields in
which you could excel:
medicine, the law, diplomacy,
statesmanship, literature or
music.

Stop N'Shop With us
Wicker, Turquoise Jewelry, Leather Goods,

Mexican Flower Pots, Pottery and Many other
items.

Hours: 10:00 to 5:30
Six Days A Week
v

Sunday, September 14
Murray Chapter, Parents
Without Partners, will meet at
the UCM parking lot at one p.m.
to go to Bob Noble Park,
Paducah, for a family outing.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at six p. m. at
church.

.190, g L:\iitis" 2\•QI:

4
4

Paris District meeting of
United Methodist Church
Women will be held at Goshen
Church-, Highway 121 at Stella,
at 2:30 p. m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church
wide picnic will be at the
pavilion, Kenlake State Park,
Highway 94 East, at one p. m.
Each one is to bring a covered
dish and soft drinks.
Monday, September 15
Jackson Purchase Audubon
Society will meet in the Murray
University School Auditorium
at seven p.m. Interested persons, members or not, are invited.
elub-affll
PennY
meet at the Extension office at
12:30p. m. Note change of time
and place.
Theta-Deria-rrifient of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad supper at the club
house at 6:30 p. m. with Mrs.
Durwood Beatty as chairman of
the hostesses.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.

Frances Drake

107 North 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

&kg tA,95Jezift%

Oury
Wendell
Captain
Chapter of Daughters of
American Revolution will meet
with Mrs. John Livesay, New
Concord, at 1:30 p.m. with Dr.
Riley Venza to speak on
"Constitution."

XQ'

Squash
Blossom

•

Saturday, September 12
Country Music Show will be
sponsored by Wranglers Riding
Club at the club grounds,
located four miles east of
Murray on Van Cleve Road, at
7:30 p. m.

Murray Chapter,-National
Secretaries Association, will
meet in Room 347, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU, at
seven p.m.

LIBRARY NOTES
free *wet Trarstise

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
New books at the Calloway
at seven p. m.
County Public Library include
the following:
Needlework Nostalgia by
Tuesday, September 16
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good Barbara Weiland. Butterick
Shepherd United Methodist Publishers.
This book brings to America's
Church will meet at ten a. m. at
the church for a mission study Bicentennial days, designs that
and potluck luncheon. Women stir up thoughts delightfully
of Martin's Chapel Church are reminiscent of days gone by.
Csardas by Diane Pearson.
invited.
Lippincott.
A historical saga of the
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls Austro-Hungarian Empire that
will meet at the Masonic Hall at follows the changing fortunes of
three aristocratic families.
seven p. m.
Great People of the Bible and
Murray TOPS Club will meet how they lived by Readers'
at seven p. m. at the Health Digest Association, Inc.
In these pages Abraham,
Center.
Moses, Jesus, and all the other
West Fork Baptist Church great figures of the Bible are
Women will meet with Martha seen in the context of their own
times. The text and illustrations
Butterworth at 7:30 p. m.
link the stories of the Bible with
Palestine United Methodist the most recent archaeological
Church Women will meet at ten discoveries.
North Star by Hammond
a. m. at the church.
limes. Knopf.
A novel of compelling
Carter School PTA will have
watermelon supper at the suspense and high adventure
school at 6:30 p.m. Note change this author returns to the North
Atlantic, the scene of his acin date.
claimed The Wreck of the Mary
Murray Bird Club will meet at Deere.
the Calloway County Public
Plants that really bloom
Library at 7:30 p. m.
Indoors by George Elbert.
Simon and Schuster.
East Elementary PTC will
The beginning indoor garhave a potluck supper at the dener can grow and
enjoy
school cafeteria at seven p. m. flowering plants at any season
of the year according to this
Music Department of Murray writer.
Woman's Club will have a salad
How to be Awake and Alive by
supper at 6:30 p. m. at the club Mildred Newman and Bernard
house with Mrs. Donald Brock Berkowitz. Random House.
as chairmatirof the hostesses:
The authors of How to be Your
Own Best Friend show how
Ellis Center will open at ten a. those ideas, prejudices and
m.for senior citizens with Doris fears that developed when we
Rowland of peoples Bank to were youzjg canprevent us from
ipi.al at 10:30 a: in. and bazaar meeting from /0:05 to noon.

wi
achieveing happiness today.
the Boat by Lothar Buchheim.
KnoPt
The time is the fall and winter
of 1941—the turning point of the
war for Germany and from the
very first moment you are a
part
of
the
shadowy,
claustrophobic world of the
UAVII-C--The Boat.

Grogan Home
Scene Paris
Rood Meet
The Paris Road Homemakers
Club met on Tuesday, September 9, at one p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Dewey Grogan
with the president, Mrs. Topsy
Brandon, presiding.
Bible reading was by Mrs.
Lucille Grogan. Mrs. Ina
Nesbitt, secretary-treasurer,
called the roll with each
member answering "how to
make the community a better
place to live."
Mrs. Lola White presented
the lesson on "Landscaping,"
and Mrs. Margaret Roach gave
a craft lesson. The recreational
period was conducted by Mrs.
Amy Wilson.
Those present, not previously
mentioned, were Mesdames Ola
McIntosh, Alice Steely, Mary
Alice Gee,Naomi Barrett, Della
Taylor, Margaret White, Lucille
Hart, and Blaine White,
members, and Mrs. Maude
Grogan and Mrs. Nell Scoggins,
visitors.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Grogan.
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, October 14, at one
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Della
Taylor.

Dexter Senior Citizens Arts
and Crafts Group will meet at
the Dexter Center at 9:30 a. m.
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Wednesday, September 17
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Baron
Palmer at 1:30 p. m.
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University School PTA will
sponsor an open house at the
school from seven to 8:30 p. m.
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Senior Citizens

*Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
10-7 Mon.-Thurs.
9-0 Sat

101 Friday
14 Sun

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray

Get to know us; you'll like us

golden Age Club Has Luncheon Meet
And Sees Film,'Kent* Pioneem"
The Golden Age Club held its Mrs. James Fisher, Rev. and
regular monthly meeting in the Mrs. Mickey Carpenter, and
social hall of the First United Mrs. Margaret Trevathan.
Methodist Church on Friday, Regular members attending
September 5.
were Paul Kingins, Otis
A potluck luncheon was Harrison, Miss Erin Monserved at noon with Dr. James tgomery, Mesdames Mina
Fisher giving the invocation. Waters, Gussie Adams, Mattie
Host and hostesses were Mr. Parker, Tennessee Outland,
and Mrs. Roger Burgoyne, Mrs. Katie Overcast, Ruby Harrell,
Katie Overcast, and Mrs. Robbie Harrison, Ovie Sue
Tennessee Outland..
Galloway, Hildred Sharp,
A film on "Kentucky Connie Jones, Birdie Parker,
Pioneers" was shown by Mrs. Mary Lamb, Meme Mattingly,
Margaret Trevathan of the Frances Beach, Edna Holland,
Calloway
Public Lillie Outland, Artis Fuqua,
County
Library.
Sadie Harrell, Floy Caldwell,
Mrs. Ruby Harrell, vice- Eunice Shekell, and Modena
president, presided in the ab- Butterworth, Messrs and
sence of the president, Mrs. Mesdames Bryan Tolley,
Mary Gertzen. She announced Clarence Horton, Norman
that a picnic mill be held Oc- Klapp, Clarence Hunt, Dan
tober 3 at Paris Landing State Mears, and Roger Burgoyne.
Park for members and guests of
the club. This will be in place of
the meeting at the church.
Host and hostesses for the
picnic will be Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Hunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Horton, and Mrs.
s
Mary Mears.
Visitors attending the September meeting were Hattie
Lee Hargrove, Olean Mcarm
Gins,
Clanahan, Mary Bates, Dr. and
Brats
Waal

Secretaries Will

Scuiphiras
Rowter

SUB SC)

haparts
%shots
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Over 1000Pieces to Choose from
FABULOUS AUTHENTICINDIAN HANDCRAFTED JEWELRY
at unbelievable low prices
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EASY LAY-AWAY

Free Gift Wrapping

Saturday, September 13 thru Wednesday, September 17, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Open Sunday for this sale 1-6 p.m.
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Mix melted butter with a
little grated lemon rind and
lemon juice. use as a dressing
for cooked new potatoes. Garnish with minced fresh chives
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Of Interest To

The Murray Chapter of The
National
Secretaries
Association (International) will
meet Monday, September 15 at
seven p.m. in Room 347 of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on
the Murray State University
campus.
A slide presentation entitled
"Secretaries—NSA Style" will
be given by Frances Haynes,
CPS, of Paducah. Guests are
welcome.
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Agree Or Not

Buoyant Dollar
Bobs In Oil Crisis
When currencies are allowed to
float, they tend to bob up and
down, although not in unison. Only
recently, for example,. it was
feared that the U. S. dollar had
lost its buoyancy and was sinking
fast. European bankers braced
themselves for a new world
monetary crisis.
Today the dollar looks considerably stronger. Its value in international money markets is now
just below that of February 1973,
when the dollar was devalued for
the second time in 14 months. Otmar Emminger, vice president of
the West German central bank,
recently told the foreign Press
Association in London that the
dollar "has already entered the
league of relatively strong currencies," including the German
mark; Swiss franc and French
franc.
The dollar's recovery is attributabel in part to the recent
reduction in the rate of inflation.
In May the Consumer Price Index
rose by 0.4 per cent, as against 1

per-renr in may

compound annual rate of 5.3 per
cent, high by historical standards.
But it is a marked improvement
over the 12.2 per cent rise in consumer prices last year.
The fate of the dollar and other
major currencies will depend on
how successfully the industrailized, oil-importing nations
handle
the
problem
of
petrodollars—the immense surplus revenues of the oil exporting
nations. So far the emphasis has
been on short-term measures for
recycling petrodollars. But Felix
G. Rohatyn, a general partner in
the investment house of Lazard
Freres and Co., feels this approach will yield only short-term
gain and probably cannot last
more than 12 to 24 months without
causing economic and social
chaos.
Chaos has noh yet arrived—but
neither has a lasting solution to
the interrelated problems of
energy supplies and monetary
values.
—

=FiBlirtifilWriews-Press

The Wbr4tery Man
Since the nomination of the column beginn
ing:
University
of
Alabama's
"Forrest David Mathews must
President David Mathews as be a very
brave man."
Secretary of the Department of
Then Schwartz proceeded to
Health, Education, & Welfare, outline some
elements of "the
national commentators and jungle of very
thorny problems
politicians have betoitilettaJoss-for that beset
the Secretary of HEW."
words.
"In all three of the major fields
In the environs of Washington
and New York, Alabama is the comprising his empire, "HEW's
new boss will find a huge gap betboondocks, chiefly famous for
ween politically-inspired exfootball, Bear Bryant and George
pectat
ions and the realistic
Wallace.
possibi
lities available under
The University itself is wrongly
presen
budgetary and other cont
typed as a football school. From
straint
Schwartz continued, as
s,"
this misconception it follows that
if
say
to
Mathe
ws may be a good
Dr. Mathews' job must have been
man
but
should
he
have his head
primarily one of keeping the
examined.
alumni happy with a winning
team.
Such commentary ignores the
Even so, up to this point the fact that Mathews...arranged for
reaction has been more one of a limited engagement and
curiosity than anything else: how
assurances that he can have his
could a little known 39-year-old
old job back after 18 months in the
college president hope to preside jungle.
over the mess that is HEW?
Without that assurance, we
Just the other day, Harry Sch- doubt that Mathews would have
wartz, a member of the Editorial
under-taken an assignment he
Board of the New York Times and
knows is next to impossible.
a man who seldom writes, wrote a
-Montgomery (Ala.) Advertiser
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Letter To The Editor

Girl Scouts Need Leaders

From Tax Structure
By S. C. Van Curon
By S. C. Van Cruron
because no regulations had been written
FRANKFORT—One proposed on the
enabling legislation, giving the
legislative bill and a constitutional property
evaluation administrators
amendement on the November ballot can guideline
s on how to assess the property,
change the tax structure for farm owners Carpente
r said. He said 80 some odd
and some property owners (those owning counties
attempted to assess farm land for
multi-family dwelling units).
agriculture use this year. A farm owner
The proposed bill would provide a new had to
apply, and has to apply every year
formula for assessing agriculture land for now,
under the present law.
its value as agriculture or horticulture use.
The new proposal would require
Basically, the new assessment formula
farm
owners to apply for this designation every
would base assessment of farm lands on its
four years. Carpenter sees this
income producing capacity, and not on the
is a good
change.
average of what similar land sold for in the
past year.
In order to qualify for the lower
The consitutional amendment would
assessment, a farm must produce a
give homestead exemption to persons over
minimum gross income in three of the five
65 years of age who own a condominium
years preceding the tax year, or within two
unit, or a duplex and live in it. In the case
years after that.
of the condominium, homestead exempAs an example, a 10-acre farm would be
tion could be taken on the unit the person
required to show a minimum gross income
lives in, or his pro-rata share of the
of $1,000 a year. Minimum amounts would
building. In the case of a duplex or other
vary according to the size of the farm.
multiple housing unit owned by an inOther factors the PVAs could take into
dividual, he could take homestead
consideration is the type of crops raised,
exemption on the pro-rata share of the unit
the amount of pasture land and woodlots.
he lives in as his home.
School districts are the most likely to
There could be a remote possibility this
feel the effects of the reduced assessments
would increase the tax rate on other
on farm property, because this is the chief
property owners, but it isn't likley, source of revenue
for them. In the outside
Revenue Commissioner Maurice Car- event that the
property base would be
penter said last week. The only way this
lowered, total assessment of all property,
could happen,.Carpenler_saia gat..tbilt..:,..44...fooboolloarsi-co
uislimpease-no-rete.ta
total taxbase.of a tiiing district could be
bring in the same amount of revenue as
reduced so that it wouldn't produce as
this tax year.
much revenue as was produced the year
However, Caprenter cautioned, the new
before.
farm assessment plan or the constitutional
farperiter_laid he lelieves_ "natural _amendrneot...if_lt
passes. nr.obahisa won't
grOsirthi'in property values on all the other
make any change in the real property tax
property woold offset any devaluation in
structure because natural growth in
farm land assessment and homestead
values and improvements is likely to make
exemptions on multi-family dwellings.
up the difference. He thinks it would take
A constitutional amendment was passed
an extreme recession to do this.
in 1969 to assess farm land for agriculture
He also said the elderly who own a
or horticulture use instead of its potential
duplex and live in one side, or own a
value for other purposes. Enabling
condominium should be entitled to the
legislation was passed in 1970 but this
homestead tax exemption just as the
never came into use until January, 1975 single-family home
owner is.

Consumer Comments

Photo Deals
By Ed W. Hancock
Attorney General

Dear Editor:
One of the basic strengths of our society
is the concept of voluntary social action.
For most Americans voluntarism means a
con-unitment to improving the quality of
life-in the community, in the nation.
By donating their time and skills to
organizations such as Girl Scouts, many
citizens are able to give responsible service to their communities. We need Girl
Scouts and they need us.
This fall, Girl Scouts are again conducting an adult recruitment drive for
volunteer leaders, in their continuing
effort to bring Girl Scouting within reach
of all &iris who want to belong.
In Girl Scouting voluntarism is more
than a simple commitment; it's a way of
life. And, since the ultimate responsibility
for the Girl Scout movement rests with the
volunteers and their dedication to young
people. We are happy to lend our support

ACCIDENTS

•

Glenna Corgiolo, 28, dropped coins into a
cigaret vending machine in Rome and
soon drew a crowd. While trying to get her
change, her fingers got stuck and a Fire
Department emergency truck finally had
to dismantle the machine. As emotions
subsided, a bystander was heard to
remark,"This goes to prove that smoking
is bad for your health." ( Rome Daily
Asieriesni- We-accept-Women's-Lib-but-dept.: The
driver of a panel truck who rear-ended a
_
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Bible Thought

' How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

Christ — will be
the first to enter the Kingdom of
God. How about you?

U.S. Sea. Weabill N. Ford(0)
4121 Dirksea Iviii .
Wasianntea, D. C. 211510

By F.J.L. Blassmgame, MI')
the genetic trait.
Also, additional studies done
on men and wOmen in the
armed forces showed that the
sickling trait was present in one
out of every 2.000 nonblack men
and women.
According to Capt C.J.
McGrew, Jr. MC. USN (Bet),
writing 'n the Journal p1 the
America Medocal P+Oac
the trait fpund in this\non ack
group (57.665) was not from a
'_:Negro admixture.- as proved
by special RH blood tests
Sin& the treaunent of sickle
cell anemia is not_althog,ether
satisfactory and since flare-ups
or crises_ of the disease can be
disabling, prevention by genetic
counseling is preferable The

BLAS1NGAME
early diagnosis shortly aft t r
birth should lessen the morbidity
and mortality from this (11,
and assure a more comt','
life to those who survi‘i.
early years.
Q: Mrs. L E. asks whettr
cers ever arise in the heart
A. Cancers of(he heart •
but are rare.
Q Miss G. A. asks what
about turnips.
A Turnips have a taste It
appealing to some persons
turnips contain cartxihydra''
vitamin C and calcium. and
vegetable has some indigesti!
fiber which- adds a desir.O .
amount of bulk to the diet

U. S. Rep. Carrel Ilioldiard, W:(12)
423 Cease Noose Office Ileildiwg
Waphingten, 0. C. 20515
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224 3121 where a U S Capitol
Operator will connect you with the of
II
(lal of yocr 0101("P

State Level
Stine See. Illebard Woiseaberge,(0)
State Cagitel leilding
fratdifert, ky. 40601.
lees 7, Mayfield, Ity. 42066
State Rap. lease* C. tines 'DI
Stet. Capitel
Freidlifert, Kg, 40601
701 S led St., lillerrey,Ity, 42011
Shine bee. Usysl C. Oapp ID)
State Capitol Sulding
faainfert, Vv. 4041111
et
P.O. Iles IS, Wisp, Ky. 4201/1

woman driver making a right turn in Las
Vegas said to her,"Lady,don't you believe
in using turn signals." "Every now and
then," she replied. "If you use them too
much, they'll wear out."

Actor Glenn Corbett doesn't do his own
stunt work in Hollywood any more. "I got
over that need very quickly about 10 years
ago when I insisted on doing my own dive
through a window," he says. The dive put
him in the hospital with a broken back, and
led to six months in a cast. (Toledo Blade

30 Yelks'Ago

Jerry Stark, Billy Hendon, Johnny
Kelso, Keith Stark, Frankie Cooper, John
Cooper, Jim Kelly, Gary Wilson, and
Nelson Murdock of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future Farmers of America had entries in the Kentucky State Fair at Louisville.
Deaths reported included Mrs. Minnie
Lee Workman, Mrs. Will Shelton, and Edd
Adams.
Rev, Lloyd Ramer, pastor of the First
Methodist Church, will be the evangelist at
the revival at the Hazel Methodist Church.
Mrs. R. Wesley Naye of Louisville was
speaker at the general meeting of the
Murray Woman's Club held today. Mrs.
Jack Kennedy, president, presided.
Miss Jacqueline Washer and James
Michael Sykes were married at the
Kirksey Baptist Church.

90 Years Ago

Sickle Cell Test For Newborn

to the organization's adult recruitment
campaign.
Today, over half a million womer and
men work in partnership with more than
three million Girl Scouts in the country.
But-and it's an important but-there is a
vital need for at least twice that many
adult volunteers if the organization is to
achieve its goal of serving every girl who
wants to be a Girl Scout.
There is a long list of girls ages 6 through
17 who are waiting to become Girl Scouts
in our area. To give them this opportunity
for self-development and to give yourself
personal satisfactiOn, join Scouting-be a
Girl Scout leader. Get in touch with your
local Girl Scout council, 502-443-8704, and
find out how you can fit in.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Melvin Earles
Public Relations Chairman
Bear Creek Council

Funny Funny World

around and compare prices. Some offers
purported to be at substantially lower
prices are not.
"Special offer for a color portrait—
When you've decided to order the picsatisfaction guaranteed." If you are
tures, review all the details with the
confronted with this sales pitch, make sure •
photographer. Be sure you know exactly
your picture is taken, not just your money
what type ot picture or picture package
Many people would like to take adyou are purchasing and what the total cost
vantage of an opportunity to have
Murray Firemen, under the direction of
will be. Problems often arise over the
professional portraits done for a nominal
Assistant Chief Logan Bland, brought a
quality of the picture. Discuss with the
charge. White many offers are legitimate,
serious fire under control at Lucas Shoe
photographer what degree of quality you
take caution when a salesperson appears
Shop on North Fifth Street early this
expect and know what procedures will be
at the door or-makes offers on the phone.
morning.
followed if you are not satisfied. But do
Beware of "deals" which offer unusually
Rex Enoch, Ronald Rogers, Bobby
rememb
er
the
old
saying
"the camera
low sitting, fees, salespeople that try to
Meadows, Gerald Murdock, Charles
doesn't lie."
"switch" you to higher-priced pictures or
Outland, James Outland, Jimmy Thomptry Jo coerce you, into buying unwanted
Before signing any contracts or paying
son, Gwynn Blalock, Jane Harrison,
extra copies. Some people have paid
any more make sure you understand all
Howard Steely, and Charles Eldridge, all
money arid had their pictures taken, only
the conditions and terms of the contract. If of Calloway County,
were winners inthe 4never to see the picture or photographer
anything is unclear or unexplained, don't
H and FFA Divisions of the Kentucky State
again. If any of these ploys are tried
sign until you do understand.
Fair, Louisville.
investigate.
Mrs. Artie Grogan died today at her
If you think the salesperson or
Take the following precautions whes,
photographer is engaging in false, home at 304 North Second Street.
having pictures made.
Births reported include a girl, Brenda
misleading or deceptive business pracFirst, listen to the sales pitch careful!,
tices or if you have a consumer complaint, Carol, to Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Russell on
Critically examine the offer. If the stuck
report this to: Attorney General, Division September 5.
offers a free photograph, make sure you
of Consumer Protection, The Capitol,
know what you must do to get- the picture
Room 34, Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Kentucky
consumers may call the toll-free consumer
Don't be afraid to say you will call then
hotline by dialing 1-800-372-2960.
oack. A reputable businessman can wait
But many that are first shall be
for your decision. Use this time to decide if
last; and the last shall be first.
you really want the pictures and can afford
Matthew 19:30.
them. Also, check the photographer's
reputation and reliability with local
. . . Some of the first to hear the
consumer groups, the Attorney General's
gospel message have not followed
office, friends or relatives. If a claim of an
-and will be cut off. Some who are
unbelievable low price is made, shop
Federal Level
the last to know God's great
U.S. Sea. Walter "Dee" IteddWitoe D)
love— accepting
3327 Maisie {eliding
Washingten, D.C. 20510

A new test has been developed which are not useful in infants
tq diagnose sicklecell anemia in under six months of age. when
newborn babies. The test also the red blood cells are anemic
can determine what infants ca- (pale) and sickle-shaped instead
of round.
rry the sickle cell trait.
Blood used in the test can be
CUrrently, about half of the
safely drawn from the umbilical
deaths
from sickle cell anemia
cord shortly after birth. The
research was done at the occur during the first seven
University of Southern Calif., years of. life. Inasmuch as
symptoms may appear when a
and the findit* recently were
published in \Pediatrics. Hie baby is two or three months old,
earlier diagrinsis of the disease
Journal of the American
or
trait is helpful in the manageAcadeiby of Pediatrics.
ment of these cases.
About 10,000 babies were
tested. and six showed sickle cell
Sickle cell anemia has been
anemia. An additional 143 car- diagnosed in about 50.000 Ameriried the sickle cell Aran, which-- cans, and an estimated two
like the anemia-can be passed million carry the sickling trait
along genetitally to the next . 'but do not have the_ disease. It
generation. Their results were affects mainly blacks. approxconfirmed later by other,..teas imately 8 per cent of whom have
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Meat rationing will end October 1. and shoe rationing by November 1, according
to officials of the Office of Price Administration.
Betty June Butterworth, Patty Burkeen,
Betty June Wilcox, Wanda Trevathan,
June Mitchell, Janet Key, and Marion
Workman, all of Calloway County, won
honors in the 4-H Clothing projects at the
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Leona
Jackson, age 75, Mrs. Mary Anglen, age
71, E. E. Roach, age 62, William D.
Lassiter, age 54, John Matheny, age 95,
and Alvis Edmonds, age 76.
This year's annual Calloway County
Horse Show, promoted by Audrey Simmons, Thomas Banks, Jr., and C. L.
Sharborough, was held September 6 in
Cutchin Stadium, Murray State College.
Births reported include a boy, Gerald
Gene, to Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Boyd on
September 6, a boy, John Charles, to Rev.
and Mrs. B. B. Sawyer on September 9,
and a girl, Linda Kay, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Erwin on September 9.
Marriage reported include Miss Juanita
Futrell to S-Sgt. Joe N. Cohoon on September 5.

40 Years Ago
Prof. James H. Richmond, State
Superintendent of Public Instruction, will
resign shortly to become president of
Murray State Teachers College. Dr. John
W. Carr, now acting as president, will
continue as dean of the college.
Deaths reported include Charles E.
Clark, age 76, George V. Stone, age 58,
Mrs. Mattie Stagner, age 83, Frarkit\M.
Smith, age 77, and Mrs. Bettie Linn.
Maurice Crass has opened a furniture
store on North Fourth Street in Murray,
A special feature page on the MSTC
Thoroughbreds is published in this week's
issue of the Ledger & Times. Ralph Wear
is the writer.
An organizational meeting for Girt
Scouts will be held tomorrow at thr
Murray Training School with the AAUW
Mrs. J. W. Carr, leader, as sponsor
Marriages reported include Miss Pernie
Jo Copeland to Woodrow Norsworthy
August 28.
Postmaster H. T. Waldrop and Mrs.:
Waldrop will attend the national convention of postmasters at Chicago. III.

Today In History
II,,

Irile

Today is Saturday, Sept. 13, the 256th
day of 1975. There are 109 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1788, the U.S. Constitutional Convention authorized the first
national election in the United States.
. On this date ...
In 1759, during the French and Indian
war,the British defeated the French on the
Plains of Abraham overlooking Quebec.
In 1814, Francis Scott Key was detained
aboard a British warship bombarding Fort
McHenry, near Baltimore. The next morning he wrote "The Star Spangled Banner."
In 1943, Chiang Kai-shek became
-president of China.
In 1954, Maine elected its first
Democratic governor in 20 years -- Edmund Muskie.
In 1955, West Germany and the Soviet
Union established diploiffatierelatiots.
In 1960, Republican presidential

•

nominee Richard M. Nixoti said the
American
people
would
accept
Democratic nominee John F. Kennedy's
Roman Catholic faith without any further
questioning.
Ten years ago: Secretary of State Dean
Rusk said U.S. forces in South Vietnan,
were slightly larger than the goal of 125.000
set by President Lyndon Johnson. •
Five years ago: Israel arrested 450
Arabs in occupied Jordan and said it would
exchange them for hostages held by
guerrillas.
One year ago: Formef President
Richard M. Nixon's doctor said Nixon had
developed a new blood clot and an attack
of painful phlebitis in his left leg.
Today's birthday. Actress Claudette
Colbert is 70 years old.
Thought for today: God is subtle, but he
is not malicious. -- Albert Einstein.
Bicentennial footnote: 'two hundred
years ago today, the Continental Congress
resumed its session in Philadelphia after
an adjournment.
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"Cash"Hunter Honorary Chairman
••
•
Notio
nal
Hunt
ing
And fishing Day '75
ni"Zy
e Darnell
Olympic Plaza

the tete arils tol lite

col

Fishing Day program at Shea
Stadium for September 27. The
special pre-game ceremonies,
entitled "The Yankees Salute
National Hunting and Fishing
Day," will feature various
action demonstrations and
several award presentations
including New York State
dignitaties and national personalities including Karen
Petersen, Miss
Teenage
America.
September 27, 1975 will mark
the fourth annual National
Hunting and Fishing Day. Over
45 million people in all 50 states
have participated in the three
prior observances, which are
approved unanimously by both
Houses of Congress and officially proclaimed by the
President.
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Sportsman's Journal

chapter of the national
A FEW REMINDERS
organization in Arkansas.
Sunday
A turkey movie will be shown
The Jenny Ridge Bowhunters
at this meeting and if it is any
Society
of
western
Kentucky
Jim "Catfish" Hunter, star said in accepting the position. decades ahead," Hunter
exwill hold a bow and arrow shoot where close to being as good as I
pitcher of the New York "Hunting and fishing are
an plained. "Participants in NHFN
at the Murray City Park hear it is, none of us will want to
Yankees, and one of the nation's important part of conservation Day programs will have
an
miss it.
tomorrow afternoon.
most celebrated hunters and in America. Not many people opportunity
not only to learn to
Anyone wishing to view the
Shooting
will
begin
at
1:00
and
fishermen will serve as know that sportsmen provide
cast or shoot. They'll learn how
the public is invited to par- movie is invited. This is a fine
Honorary Chairman of National the American conservation
organization and anyone into enjoy the outdoors while
ticipate and to observe.
Hunting and Fishing Day, movement with more money
helping to conserve our natural
terested in membership is
There
will
be
a
tournament
September 27, 1975.
than any other group—about resources
for
archer's division and a encouraged to attend. Annual
future
"I've been aware of National $250 million a year." He comgenerations. Basically, that's
bowhunter's division. Only dues are only $2.00 to belong to
Hunting and Fishing Day for mented that $250 million a
year what National Hunting and
arrows with field points may be the state chapter. If a person
some time and I am certainly in is even, more than
some Fishing Day is about and I'm
becomes a member of the
used during the event.
total agreement with what the baseball players earn.
happy
to
Wild
Turkey
be
Entrants
part
will
of
it
no
doubt
as
have National
Hwy. 94f
day is trying to do—to show all
Murray, Ky.
"On National Hunting and Honorary National Chairman,"
an afternoon of entertainment Federation for a fee of $10 a
Americans that there is more to Fishing Day, millions will learn
Hunter concluded.
and practice while shooting year, he does not have to pay
hunting and fishing than guns what they can do to insure clean
Hunter also helped announce
rounds at clay birds, paper dues to the state chapter. In
and fishing poles," Mr. Hunter lakes and streams in the a special
National Hunting and
targets and a special novelty addition he will receive a
target.
subscription to Turkey Call
A trophy round will be held magazine,
the
official
bunch was starting up the trail. mere, easy does it, now just
later in the afternoon to publication of the federation.
°Dennison-Hunt
The trail appeared to go touch that little pine with your
More information can be
determine the best shooter of
straight up for about a hundred step plate, give it a little more
the day. Both divisions will obtained by attending the
feet, make a sharp turn between gas."
shoot the same round - now that meeting Tuesday night.
a hugh,boulder and a large tree, IT carefully bellied its way
should prove interesting.
Wednesday
go up another fifty feet, jump a over the pile of rocks and I
All shooters will be eligible to
Also having a meeting at 7:00
Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport 4
large pile of rocks, and then go heard some terribly -awful
register for the 1975 Kentucky Wednesday night is the Jenny
straight
up
screeches
again
past
underneath
the
the
as
us
8. Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
Deer Permit that will be given Ridge Bowhunters Society.
clouds. I turned to look at Mr. skid plates did their job to
away as a door prize.
They will hold a quick club
Soles & Heels.
Cool beside me and he calmly protect the vital parts of IT. And
Grab you a hickory stick and shoot prior to the business of the
The following is a con- was just plain, common, or- said, "D-D-Don't w-w-worry then we were on the last- long
a grass string and go out and meeting.
honey, J-J-J-eee-ee-pp will m- straight stretch (straight up
tinuation of a young couple's dinary, down to earth people
put 'em all to shame.
For those of you who are
m-ma-make it."
first experiences in four just like us. In less than fifteen
1203 Chestnut
that is) reaching up to the
Phone 753-8844
Monday
veteraa bowbunters ..or
Admeady-theleep in front was elouds. • IT began - -stewing
_wheeling..It ixbeing presented mini:teem. had.rae4.everybody--The First District Wildlife thinking
about
trying
through this column in the and everybody knew us.
disappearing into the clouds at sideways with all four heavy
Federation of The League of bowhunting this year for the
the
hopes you will enjoy it as much
top
of
the
trail.
There were twelve four wheel
A fern'was tires scratching for a hold on the Kentucky
Sportsmen will hold first time you are invited to
standing beside us grinning. I slippery surface. I kept trying
as I'- Hamp W. Brooks)
drive vehicles present and
its Fall meeting at Camp Currie come out and look over this new
know why. Casper the ghost, to think how they would ever get
We had now owned IT ( the about thirty people. Most of the
at 7:00 p. m. Monday September and growing organization.
Jee_. pilot two whole weeks ahilk _vehicles were Jeeps justlike IT, would_ have looked suphorneid. an ambulance inhere ta carry
15.- A supper will be-served.' - The-Jenny Ridge -Bowll
unters
compared to the.color we were us to our final resting place. IT
v`vas liLèFáWy exhausted. My - t-there was a Bronco or two, a
The new president, John- Society will soon conduct a
developing. "Don't let it shake Started slipping backwards with
husband, who Once was a sound Scout, two or three trucks, and
Abanatha, has scheduled a Bowhun,ter Clinic which will be
'I
rational human being, had one rugged looking thing which
you. Just put it in Lo second and all four wheels churning forshowing of the new and highly the first Of its kind in the state of
taken leave of his senses. If we I think they called a Toyota.
ease up it. Give it just enough wards. I screamed. I know I
acclaimed Remington Arms Kentucky. The clinic is sancweren't out driving around in
gas to keep it running. If the screamed. The Girl Scouts, the
We left the parking lot and
film, "A Question of Hunting." tioned by the National Field
IT, then we were shopping for proceeded down the highway in
motor dies, throw the tranny in Women's Lib, the horror
The film brings out the anti- Archery Association and is a
something to add to the Jeep, convoy fashion at the leisurely
reverse and cut the key. Don't movies, all the past; nothing
hunter-preservationist point of course program outlined by the
installing something netv on it, pace of fifty miles per hour. let it get sideways. You're had prepared me for this.
view toward the hunter and NFAA and was two years in the
or cleaning, polishing, and About twenty miles out of town
riding in the best gal in the
Those extra three inches of hunting in
general.
making. The six hour course
caring for IT.
business for this type of thing." rubber on the ground that was This
we turned off the highway onto
is a film all sportsmen will be instructed by National
With those words he climbed paid for with the new dishIn the course of the first two a dirt path. After about a mile
should see.
Field Archery Association
weeks we had driven 976 miles the caravan stopped and the
back into his own rig and washer money got a bite and we
Tuesday
We'll Trade For Anything
Certified
Bowhunter
Inand spent an additional seven men got out and performed the started up the hill. A three year started forward again. "Drop
Murray is the host city .4.his structors.
hundred and seventy eight peculiar ceremony known as old was waving back at us from the hammer Daddyo - you'll
Tuesday night at 7:00 for the
The Kenttieky Department of
the rear seat.
dollars for --"rgoodles". This "locking in the hubs." We were
need more speed to crest that meeting of
the Kentucky Fish & Wildlife Resources will
---4. included a set of extra large informed that we were about to
He, I, and IT climbed that loose gravel." The little thing Chapter
of the National Wild be represented at the clinic
i
iirayson McClure and Don McClure
i nylon mudgrip tires with extra approach "four wheeling mountain. I think IT did most of that looked like a speedometer Turkey Federation. Everyone is will members of the state as
ari
the thinking for us. If I live to be but wasn't read 5000. Rocks, invited to
attend the meeting in chery organizations. Monty
Panorama Shores, KO wide white spoke wheels country."
i
a
( 346.001, a twenty-three channel
hundred and twenty years old mud, and debris rose in the Community
The first two miles of soRoom at the Montgomery, president of both
(502)436-5483
c
and have seventy five great roostertails behind us. Mr. Cool Murray
Citizens Band two way radio called country was merely a
to
Federal Savings and the Kentucky Bowhunters
1 with twin antennas I 201.00), a mudhole or so and IT plodded great grandchildren I will never looked now like Mr. Magnificent
a,...
-gb ;_:.iasr
•. f*.,-.,1
Loan.
Association and the Kentucky
Ilk.
swingout rear tire carrier to along complacently. I had been
have more thoughts pass thru and I had quit screaming and One of
Murray's renowned Archers Association will be on
mount the spare tire on because watching the rig in front of us
my mind in a shorter period of gone to cheering. I was hanging turkey
hunters, ol' Joe Pat hand to aid in the clinic.
the old one wouldn't work with closely and I let out a gasp as I
time.
on to the chicken bar with one Futrell, was
responsible for
This is an organization
the big tires and wheels 1 51.00 ), realized that suddenly it wasn't
Every time I shut my eyes I hand and beating on the side of getting this
meeting of the dedicated to the sport of
thought we were turning over the Jeep with the other. "Come
a set of snapin carpets that were there! There was nothing but
Turkey Federation held in bowhunting and the upgrading
supposed to be as tough as the clear blue sky in front of its
backward and every time I on IT - You can do it!" And we Murray.
It will be the first of those who hunt with the bow
Jeep ( 48.00), a pair of quartz short stubby hood. Just as I opened them I could tell that we did. He, 1, and IT, that is.
meeting held here since the and arrow. They would like for
iodine driving lights that were started to scream I glanced -were defying all known-laws of
The young lady whose story very first state organizatio
nal you to be a part of them — that's
gravity. IT just purred along this is was crippled since the meeting was
so bright they were illegal to use down past the front tire and saw
initiated over a 7:00 Wednesday night.
i• on the highway ( 53.001, and a the other folks about one hun- like a surefooted mountain goat. age of six. The Jeep has taken year ago
by its founder, Jerry Thursday Night
competition approved roll cage dred feet below us. A voice
I think I went through puberty her a lot of places that wheel Allen. Jerry,
incidently, has
I don't know about you but my
and menopause both on the chairs can't go. And you had since formed
( 76.00). We also spent 3.00 more came over the two way "Put her
another state wife says I'd better stay home.
on a good tire pressure gauge. in Lo Lo and keep your cot- same hill. There was no way! better believe that she and her
I shall never forget the night tonpicking foot off the brake". This was abgblutely impossible! husband are still very much
Fishing action can be fast, lantern or other light. And in
the preacher came to visit and The voice didn't say a word
That cheerful old voice kept part of the four wheeling thing. with the bass often going on Kentucky'
s musky streams.
my husband was sprawled out about the accelerator but it coming thru the two way."
feeding sprees in preparation these giant battlers become
in the living room floor in his didn't have to. I swear that I
Attaboy, pull a little to the right HAPPY FOUR WHEELING. for the lean days of winter. They active in late autumn,
after the
cutoff blue jeans totally would have been in a perfectly
will often hit readily on surface leaves have fallen.
surrounded by five pieces of roll vertical standing position going
lures, both along shoreline
Trout fishing also continues to
bar,six brackets, three pages of down that bank if the seat back
Dept. of fish S Widlife Resources
cover and in the jumps, where be good in the fall. Several
iC instructions, thrirty six bolts, hadn't got in the way. IT lurthe bass are chasing schools of streams are stocked in Sepseveral miscellaneous items, ched and scooted along in a
shad minnows. At other times, tember and October, as are the
and two magazines with pic- terribly undignified manner but
they will hit medium runners or tailwaters below many of the
tures of Jeeps that already had we got to the bottom safely.
even bottom -bouncing lures, major lakes, where conditions
John
By
Wilson
one installed. The preacher, my
My husband was Mr. Cool in
such as the dollfly or artificial are often excellent for either the
husband, and myself managed person when we reached the
weather
the
starts
As
cool,
to
hunting, will also be off the nightcrawler.
10:00
m.
p.
m.
a.
8
artificial or natural bait
i to get the roll bar installed by bottom and I think I was the the fishing starts getting hot. water.
Crappie and white bass fisherman.
:Hwy.641 So.
1:00 a. m.
Phone 753-8322
The bass, which have spent the
only one who noticed the color
But the serious bass fisher- fishermen also continue to
So don't store away your
ANNON:WiiMiiiNNWONNirAiNVM The third weekend after we return to his knuckles after he summer holed up in a nice men will be on the lakes and enjoy good catches in the fall, fishing tackle just
_because
assumed the responsibility of IT released the steering wheel. shady spot deep in the lakes, doing quite well. From about when the most productive
summer is over-some of the
in m_y later days I finally began Women don't normally perspire
will begin to_,.prowl_. the the first. of September until method is night fishing with-live- --year'sbest
fishing is still anead
to see thal4E owned ..us Loa in seventy degree weather but
Shorelines, since they can find maybe the middle of De-c-einber minnows dangled under a of
you. •
large partTrid not vice versa this one did. Even Arrid extra
suitable temperatures in depending, as always, on the
we made our first trip with a dry wouldn't have helped.
shallow water once more.
weather), the fishing should be
group.
Also prowling the shoreline very good. And with the modern
IT had to get into a frenzy of
My first reaction was one of sound, motion, and fury not to
be
will
Kentucky's insulated
clothing
now
sheer shock, and even now I mention mud slinging to get
knowledgeable fishermen, who available, anglers can brave
remember it well. I fully ex- clear of the next creek bottom. I
know autumn offers some of the even the occasional cold spell in
pected long hair, beards, fully believe that the Monte
year's best bass fishing. In comfort.
leather jackets, scarlet letters, Carlo would have disintegrated
addition, the cool days and
The flood-control lakes will be
maybe even little horns on rapg, on the spot if such an effort had
bright fall colors of the woods undergoing
their
winter
with pitchforks, and tails, etc. I been asked of it. As I wiped
make just being outdoors a joy drawdown, but this is usually a
was elated to discover that we about three pounds of .slimey
4WD
Takes You To where The Action Is
after the heat and humidity of slow and gradual lowering of
weren't going on the days gray creek mud off my sunsummer.
the lake, in contrast to the upStepside Pickup
s•tlesniere.
journey with a special four burned brow I almost fainted as
Most of the speedboaters and and-down-and-up-again levels
I IINsi
wheel drive division of the I saw where we were going
waterskiers will be gone after of the spring. After they reach
753-1372
Math PS noht
301 S. 4th
Murray, Ky.
Hell's Angels cult. Every single next.
I,"A 11.1.1
the Labor Day weekend, and winter pool, most lakes will
one of the four wheeling group
Already the leader of the
many sportsmen2 distracted by remain fairly stable until
the lure of squirrel and dove spring.
Hwy. 641 S.
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New & Used
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Kentucky Afield

Open 7 Days A Week

Taylor Motors

International Trucks
International Scout
Four wheel Drive

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet

753-2617

Home Of The Colilen Shiner

Astro Car Wash
Wash s 1°'
With Fill-up

Hot Wax
'1"

Free Vacuum
with Purchase
1102 Chestnut
'

Murray, Ky.
••••••••••

753-5693

Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gardner, Owne‘

2 Mies Ent Fhoy 94

Wholesale Bait
Moody Boat Trailers
Polar Kraft Fishing Boats

a

Sportsmen:

PrOrr1

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
mow hi,• oto

Tennis Department

Locate
•
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No Hassle Tree
feet off the ground, you can save
Climbing Is Easy
yourself quite a few headaches
If all things were as they by investing some time in the
ought to be Bowhunters would construction or purchase of one
be born with wings so that they of the various types of tree
could get up into trees with as climbing devices.
little hassle as possible.
Probably the most simple
Imagine that you were overall method is the climbing
superman and could leap up a tree stand. This type of tree
tree with the greatest of ease. stand combines the actual
Seems like all the fairy tale platform that you will stand on
dudes have to dots think "up the while you hunt, with the means
tree" and up the tree they go, to get the thing up the tree.
zip, zap, zowey and swooch!
These stands employ a rather
Well now I'm here to tell you simple, two point friction
that getting up to that tree stand hanging principle which allows
can be a real bummer if you the bowhunter to strap his feet
cannot climb trees like Charley to the stand, hug the tree with
McKinney and Dewey Yates. his arms and literally walk his
Old fat guys have got to do the way up the tree. The Baker
tree climbing the easy way and stand is a good example of this
that means some kind of type of stand and works quite
clirnliing device that meets the well with a bowhunter who is
regulations especially in the not a real heavyweight.
Ladder stands are just what
Land Between The Lakes.
Tree climbing methods are the name implies, a ladder on
many, what with climbing tree top of which a treestand platstands,ladder stands, and some form has been attached. This
of the legal climbing devices type of stand isusually built
that are on the market at this using an aluminum ladder for
time all a bowhunter has to do is light weight and ease of tranfasten one of the afore men- sport through the woods. With a
tioned numbers to his favorite ladder stand all you do is find
standing tree and up he goes to that special tree, lean your
where the'squirrels live.
ladder against it, fasten the
Unless you simply keep upper end to the tree with chain
looking for that perfect tree, and boom and you're ready to
you know the one with the hunt.
For the bowhunter who uses
branches that begin about three
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The blocks should receive at
least one coat of 0. D. paint for
the purpose of camouflage.
Build your Blocks now and paint
them so that the paint smell will
be gone when the season gets
here.
Another type of climber that
has recently hit the market is
the aluminum step and chain
type climber that Jerry McConnell and Bob have down at
Uncle Jeff's sporting goods
department. These climbers

Compound Bow Cases$17.00 and $19.95
With quiver attached to bow

•

Cable Bows

Also Custom Arrow Service $27.95 dozen
As Nationally advertised in
"Bowhunter" and -Archery World" magazines.

ShopHere Foiall Your Archery Needs
3042Lone Oak Rd.
(5O2)554-55X'-day

1111
1

. --4d11111
-Nina 161-....0

ilb

Master Charge 1 Bank Americard Welcome Here
wir

For those bowhunters that don't like to build their own
equipment terry McConnell has a whole stack of these real
fine aluminum climbers down there in the valley at Uncle
Jeff's. Go by and check out the tree that grew up out of the
floor so that hunters could test this new product.
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luck
with us. We promise you an Good
afternoon of good fellowship bowhunting.
and rugged competition.
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Jerry's Restaurant

good

753-3226

S. 12th St.

Eating Is A Family Affair

Learn To Land
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It's fun to imagine you're A boat hook makes a good
• .- _
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Mind for how best to do it as you you are going tolet the boat off
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A,Z0 4.40 .
F
-head in. Don't just point the bow the beach andunderway again,
1'. liar
•W
- liars catawas TWIT'S 1.00.
shoreward and barge in. Look before you land. Sometimes it's'
l••••O
\j1.
Cams
•Of...
4
•
640Lm
/ R1114....4.
around, study the layout, use wise to drop.the anchor a few
hundred feet out and pay out the
some foresight.
These plans for "Wadsworth climbing blocks" are from the
The maneuver is usually line as you move in to the beach.
pages of Bill's new book "Bowhunting Deer" that will qr
simple and not likely to bring Later you can haul on the anproblems. But if blundered into, chor line to pull the boat easily
used as the text for the Bowhunter Clink that the jenny
Sepon
Park
City
the
in
will
host
Society
• it can sometimes put you into an and smartly away from the
Ridge Bowhunters
awkward situation that could beach.
tember 27, 1975.
Don't rush the boat's bow up
easily enough have been
)nto a rocky beach. Come to a
inch lengths. A "2 inch hole is use "S" hooks and chain for avoided.
As you approach a beach, ;ulf a few yards out, have a
then drilled through the block fastening to the tree and they
in
come
They
in
place.
lock
outboard boating experts crew member jump out, and
on the centerline of the side.
Nylon parachute line 12 to 14 natural aluminum and need a suggest that you -read" the ease the bow ashore. An old
feet long is used to tie the block coat of 0. D. paint before going shoreline. Does the bottom auto tire or piece of wet, slip-,
.seem. Act_slope seaward._,_ very driftwood laid on the beach
to the tree in the manner shown to the wogds this season.
Whatever type of climber you gradually? Have someone makes a fine protective "lanin the plans Which accompany
this article. ( Bill Wadsworth decide to use practice with the ready on the bow to jump over ding mat" for the bow.
Once ashore, size up the
was very helpful to this writer stands or devices before you and wade , the boat the last
by allowing his original plans to take them into the field. It is several yards to shore. If the situation in regard to tide and
passing craft.
be reporduced in Bowhunters much easier to work out your shoreline is rocky or gravelly, waves from
equipment problems at home look for scattered sandy spots Could they lift your boat and
Bag.)
One 8 foot 2x4 and a couple than it is when you take your where the bow can be run up bang it onto nearby rocks, or
packages of parachute cord, show on the road.
with a minimum of scratching. chafe it against an old pile? Do
This is a big weekend for the
If there are boulders or lots of what common sense says is the
dyed green, a few spare hours
rs
Bowhunte
Ridge
Jenny
the
net
will
on the beach, an- best thing to safeguard the boat,
driftwood
and very basic tools
average bowhunter-craftsman Society because we are holding ticipate there may be more before you head inland to exthis underwater just off the beach plore or visit.
about twenty climbing blocks or our first public shoot
enough for two tree stands if he Sunday afternoon in the Murra) and work in with extra caution.
s
wants to climb about twelve feet City Park. All area bowhunter
incordially
are
archers
and
and plans to use two different
vited to come on out and shoot
stands.

I
II

6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. L Sat.

E

•

Wadsworth climbing blocks are easy to build, are very simple to put up on a tree, they are safe and above all they are
very inexpensive. Why not build a set for the coming
season?

Fishing
Report
Water temperatures and levels
on most major lakes continue
to decline as autumn approaches.
The Fish ane Wildlife Resources Department, reporting
fishing across Kentucky is generally better than a week ago,
gave this rundown:
Kentucky - Bluegill excellent fly and still fishing inlets and bays, black bass good
on surface to Medium runners
along points, below dam catfish
fair, clear, falling, 3 feet below
pool and 82.
Barkley - Crappie fair over
submerged cover, black bass
slow on surface to medium runners over dropoffs, below dam
catfish fair, clear to murky,
falling 31-3 feet below pool and

YOUNGBLOOD BROS.
DISCOUNT CENTER
Announces Their 7th Annual Deer Contest
Rules For Our 1975 Deer Contest
(4)16611411011
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All Prizes will be on display at Youngbloods Discount Center
Bow Division
I. sw. Alaska Ceepeeil Nos* N.(W.'era Chem if Sere S Dray

Prompt, Efficient Service Is Our Business"

HUTSON

Chemical Co.
Inc.

Prescription Carefully 8
Accurately Filled

rfilizer
Located W Railroad Avenue

753-1933
•

BUCKS BODY SHOP
1:16;iwaRK

900 Sycamore

Uncle
Jeff's

East-Y Grocery
itt Fish Market
Fresh Catfish
Supplies For The
Outdoorsman And
Fistsermen
Hwy. 94 East

;53-8786

A spectrum of activities
ranging from flea markets to
puppet shows will highlight the
Second Annual Piney Campers
Fair September 19-21 at Piney
Campground in Land Between
The Lakes, TVA's outdoor
recreation area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee. This
special weekend will feature
activities for campers at Piney
in addition to an open house for
the general public.
Open house will be held at the
campground from 10 a. m. to 7
p. m. Activities open to the
public will include nature hikes,
recreation vehicle equipment
demonstrations, a flea market,
fishing and archery demonstrations and music by the U. S.
Army Band. Those visitors
camping at Piney will be
eligible to exhibit at the flea
market. Tents will be provided.
Light refreshments will be
provided during the festivities
by the Dover Business and
Professional Women's Club and
the Kiwanis Club, the Kentucky
and Tennessee Chapters,of the
National Campers and Bikers
NCHA 1, the
Association
Kentucky Good Sam Club, and
the University of Tennessee at
Martin

itti)
Outdoor Sportsman (
The Store (or the

Boar*
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service

1111111111/
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Lindsey's Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:

, All merchandise sold at discount prices
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NH 1511571

••••
Special evening programs 4••••••••••••••
will be provided for campers at •
•
Piney, including performances
•
by Chuck Smith's Bluegrass
•
Band and a Living History
•
Program from Fort Donelson in
•
Dover,Tennessee. There will be
•
a puppet show for the children
and a square dance for the
•
whole family to enjoy. Softball
Low Price
•
toarnarnents.. will be held bet- •
Wetn the Kentucky ascL Ten- •
Prompt Service
nessee chapters of NCHA and
•
the Murray Good Sam Club.
Murray, Ky.
605 Maple
All camping at Piney, located •
•
'
24
753-44
8 miles west of Tennessee High-•
•
way 49 and 3 miles north of U. S.
••
Highway 79, will be on a first- 40•••••••••••••••••••
The
basis.
t-served
come-firs
cost is $2.25 per night. All sites
at Piney have electrical hookups.
The weekend is sponsored by
the University of Tennessee at
Martin, Kentucky NCHA Clubs
in District One, Tennessee
NCHA Clubs in the Middle
Tennessee District„ the KenWe have a rugged watch that
tucky Good Sam Club, the U. S.
Army Outdoor RecreatiOn
will meet your needs. Come
Section at Fort Campbell, the
in and see our line of
Land Between The I.akes
Kentucky
Western
the
Ministry,
Seiko watches
Twin Lakes Recreation Vehicle
Dealers Association and TVA's
753 1640
Murroy, Ky
114 S. 5til
Land Between The Lakes,

Sporting Goods Dept.

if

753-5142

Murray Home & Auto

Second Annual Campers
Fair To Be Held

82.
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one of the many types of stands
that do not climb or have a built
in ladder some other means of
climbing the tree is needed.
Mr. William "Bill" Wadsworth of the Boy Scouts of
America and an executive of the
Archery
Field
National
Association has developed a
very easy to build and easy to
use climbing device called
"Wadsworth Climbing Blocks."
These little beauties are made
from 2x4 lumber cut up in five

Authorized dealer for CarrollPrecision & Allen Compound
Bows-Easton Arrows-Pro-Fletch Vanes-Bjorn Nocks- CheckIt Products and other archery
accessories for Target and
Hunting

Fishing Tickle
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
Guns g Ammo
Hsy. 641 South Phone 753 9491
AIM/

West Kentucky Guns
Smith & Wesson
Hand Guns, Rifles, Shotguns

Gerrald /Boyd
Phone: 489-2481 after 6:01) p.m.
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Tigers Take it On Chin
As 'Pats Grab 19-0 Win

Senior Todd Harrison (16) nails the Henry County ball carrier for a loss in the home opener for Murray
High last night. The Tigers dropped the game to the Patriots.

By MIKE BRANDON
up 135 yards, was held to just 27
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
by the Patriots.
You win one, you lose one, you
For Patriot Coach Gerald
lose two.
nice
Murray High lost 19-0 in Young, it was a
Holland Stadium Friday night homecoming. Young is a
to Henry County. It was the Murray State graduate and
second loss of the season. The played for the Racers for two
years as an offensive end in 1967
win?
and
'68.
From out of the shadows of
the unknown, stepped quarYoung felt the play from his
terback Roger Grogan, a junior defensive linemen was the key
who hasn't played football since to the Patriot win.
Little League. Assuming
"We got far better play from
control of the offense, Grogan then than we had been getting in
fired 14 passes, completed 11
and had a total of 91 yards in the
air.
So what happened that Made
Murray get shutout for the first
time in two years? Try 93. yards
in penalties for starters.
"It's the fact we just keeping
making mistakes, when you get
By MIKE CLARK
90 yards in penalties..." said
AP Sports Writer
Tiger Coach John Hina.
Ashland, Ft. Thomas HighEven though the Tigers made lands and Frankfort, each
mistakes, they actually made ranked No.4 in their respective
fewer than they did last week in divisions in the latest Associthe 19-4 season opening loss at ated Press poll, were impresReidland. In that game, Murray sive winners in high school
fumbled seven times and had football action Friday.
two pases picked off.
But another top-ranked team,
"There were some bright Middlesboro, was hard pressed
spots," Hina said.
to post a 13-7 victory over
"We got a real good effort Maryville, Tenn.
from Tony Bayless. He's been
Ashland crushed Greenup
injured and we've been hoping County 40-14; Highlands blitzed
he'd come on strong sometime. Covington Catholic 55-0 as LarIn the latter part of the game ry Oberding, Ron Malone and
tonight, maybe he showed some jeff McMahon each *cored
of what we can expect."
twice; and Frankfort steamBayless, a big sophomore rolled Henry County 41-0 as the
fullback, was the leading rusher leaders each froliced through
with 45 yards for the Tigers, another unbeaten week.
who had just 91 net yards on the
Most of the other teams rankground. Junior tailback Lindsey ed in- t1W AP-polls were vicHudspeth, who last week rolled torious, with o'nly two of 25

our first two games," Young
said.

"Murray's a good club
though.. especially defensive.
We were just fortunate enough
to get some breaks."
The first one came late in the
first period. Defensive back
Richard Smith recovered a
fumble on the Murray 12. A few
minutes later, Henry County
scored when quarterback Bill
Jelks scored on a keeper, the
PAT failing and the Tennessee
school lead 6-0.
The secend break came with
1129 left in the half. A nighsnap

resulted in a fumble on a Tiger
punt and the ball was downed on
Henry County opened its
the Murray one. Two plays
season two weeks ago by being
later, Jells dove in with James
humiliated 39-0 by a Jackson
Knight adding the PAT and
school. Last week, the 'Pats
Henry County led 13-0.
ripped Trezvant 27-15 to even
Murray crossed midfielc only
their season record.
once in the half.
The last score of the game
"Bernie Sledd ( a 235-pound
came with 2:42 left in the third
senior
tackle) had
six
period when quarterback Tony
unassisted tackles for us. We've
Foster hit Jells with a 19-yard
usually been getting about three
pass and the final of 194) was op
or four from our whole offensive
in yellow lights.
line as a total.
The score was set up when
Hudspeth fumbled on the
Murray 10. Just one play before
that, Henry -County- ti,:d beer.
knocking on the doer but
fumbled with linebacker Andy
Ryan getting the recovery.
Once in the game Murray
showed signs of a tough offense
ranked teams tasting defeat. leaders were in action. No. 2 and got down to the Patriot 11
Three of the elite were idle Bishop David walloped Western before Grogan was dumped for
while Trinity, tops in the Jef- 32-0 as the Falcons scored on a 15-yard loss on a breeien play.
ferson County AAAA poll, four of their first five posses- During that series, Grogan had
meets Louisville Central on Sat- sions; Dennis Priddy had scor- hit five of five passes for 51
urday.
ing romps of 26 and 58 yards as yards.
Two key matchups involved third-ranked Fairdale crushed
In the final stats, Murray had
teams ranked in the state Moore 42-6; No. 4 Durrett over- 91 rushing and 91 in the air for a
poll. Second-ranked came a hectic finish to edge net of 182. Henry County had 154
AAAA
Owensboro staved off upset- Fern Creek 14-1-2; and fifth- on the ground and passed for 94
minded Paducah Tilghman 14- rated DeSales clipped Male 28-6 'for a total of 248.
13 while No. 4 Bowling Green as Bobby Barrow ran for one
James Knight rushed for 80
hung a 36-0 whitewashing on score and caught a Keith Tay- yards to pace the 'Pats in that
Elizabethtown, ranked second lor pass for a second.
department. "He's L. good
in the Class AAA poll. Jim TayIn other state AAAA action, back," Young said. "I wish he
lor had scoring runs of 19 and Lexington Tates Creek nipped were as fast as Hudspeth. He'd
24 yards in that game.
Jeffersonville, Ind., 7-0 on Bob really be tough if' he had more
The only other loser among Pittman's four-yard scoring run speed."
ranked teams was Paris, No..5 in the fourth period. Bryan StaThe last time Henry County
in Class A, a 13-7 victim ctf tion, ranked third, was idle.
and Murray met was four years
Raceland as Terry Howell
While Highlands breezed, the ago at Paris and the Patriots
scored the winning touchdown rest of the Class AAA towns won that one.
inovertime.
joined--Elown in a series--ofHenry...County
for ..the_ _—
While Trinity took Friday off, troublesome games. Third- season and will host Milan next
the rest of the Jefferson County ranked
Franklin-Simpson Friday. Milan was the runnerup
needed a pair of safeties to last year in the Class AA State
hold off determined Hopkins- Tournament,
ville 10-6, although tailback Jim
Meanwhile, Murray will visit
Stanley added 106 yards to his Mayfield, a team the Tigers
total. He has 536 in three haven't beaten since 1965.
straight Franklin-Simpson wins.
No. 4 Shelby County outscored Franklin County 26-19 as
Vince Chambers ran for two
touchdowns and caught a pass
for a third; and fifth-ranked
"Newport Catholic edged Covington Holmes 21-20, coming
— from behind on Tony Dellachilo's 63-yard touchdown run
and a two-point conversion by
Mike Relling.
Scott County, No. 2 in the AA
ranks, blanked Bourbon County
21-0 with Courtney Talbert scoring twice; third-ranked Mayfield trimmed Todd County
Central 40-8; and fourth-rated
Somerset downed Lexington
Henry Clay, a AAAA school, 227.
No. 3 Heath clubbed Fulton
City 36-6 and Richmond Madison scored in the final minute
Mike Hobbie (No. 12) has waited three seasons for a chance as Murray State's starting quarterback.
to ease by Woodford County 13Taking over his previous role as backup are Mike Dickens (No. 14) and Roger Rushing (No. 11). With the
Jp to lvviCe as much heal6 in other Class A action.
three is Carl Oakley, Racer offensive coach.
ing per dollar as ordinary
electric heat.
TENNIS
.
• Summer comfort. too
CLEVELAND — Tennis stars
• For new homes and old
Virginia Wade and Chris Evert
triumphed to leave the United
States and Great Britain tied 11 after the first day of Wightman Cup competition.

Ashland, Ft Thomas Highlands
Impressive Winners Last Night

Lindsey Hudspeth rounds the corner while Keith Tobers (40) Robbie Hibbard (33) and Roger Grogan (12)
get in some blocking.
Staff Photos by David

Tyson Says Cards Have Chance
To Catch High Flying Pirates
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Are the Redbirds dead birds?
In other words, do the St.
Louis Cardinals have a chance
to catch the high-flying Pittsburgh Pirates?
"We've got a chance," says
positive-thinking Mike Tyson.
4f-we can just get within- four
games of Pittsburgh by the
time we start a series with the
Pirates, we've got a chance."
The Cardinals, who face the
Pirates in a three-game series
at the end of the season in St.
Louis, kept their fading hopes
alive Friday night with a 5-1
victory over the New York
Mets.
It kept the third-place Cardinals 71-2 games in back of the
Pirates in the National League
East. The Pirates whipped
Montreal 6-3 to increase their
lead to 51-2 games over secondplace Ptiladelphia.
In the other National League
games Friday night, the San
Diego Padres stopped the Houston Astros 1-0; the Atlanta
Braves turned back the Los Angeles Dodgers 2-1 and the Cincinnati Reds defeated the San

Francisco Giants 6-3.
Luis Melendez singled twice
and scored two runs and Tyson
cracked a two-run double, leading St. Louis past New York.
All St. Louis runs came during
two-out rallies as the Cardinals
snapped a four-game losing
streak behind Lynn McGlothen,
15-11, who scattered sevenhltS:
One of them was by Mike Vail,
New York's- sensational rookie
who hit in his 20th straight
game, a National League
record for this season.

ning, Dave McKay and Jerry
Terrell driving home two runs
apiece.
Rod Carew, the Twins' allstar
second baseman, played the entire first game and part of the
second game at first base. It
was his first appearace there
since 1970, and he made one error in 15 chances. Afterwards
he said simply, "I felt uncomfortable."

Royals 10-7, Angels 2-2
Consecutive singles by Jim
Wohlford, Cookie Rojas, George
Pirates 6, Expos 3
Brett, John Mayberry and Al
Dave Parker hit a three-run Cowens beggan the first inning
homer and Bob Moose pitched 7 of the first game and set the
1-3 innings of shutout relief to tone of the evening for the Royrally Pittsburgh over Montreal. als, who now trail first-place
It was the first major league Oakland by seven games in the
victory since April 14, 1974, for AL West. John Mayberry's twoMoose, who entered the game run double keyed a five-run
in the second inning after Mon- hird inning in the second
treal had taken a 3-1 lead off game.
John Candelaria.
White Sox S. Rangers 2
Jorge Orta drove in four runs
A's 11-6, Twins 4-7
The A's took advantage of with a home run and a single
five Minnesota errors in the and Deron Johnson singled
opener to stretch their winning home the tie-breaking run in
streak to seven games. But the the sixth inning for the White
Twins took the nightcap by Sox. Rich Gossage recorded his
scoring six runs in the sixth in- 25th save of the year.

Condition Of Collins Leg To
Be Answered For Kentucky Fans
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
For months, the state of Kentucky and the Southeastern
Conference has wondered'aloud
on the condition of Sonny Collins' leg. Their questions were
answered today.
Collins, Kentucky's hard-running tailback, broke a leg in
UN's 38-12 rout of Vanderbilt
last fall and missed the final

two games of the season. A
robust Collins is a necessity if
UK is to better last year's 6-5
record, the schools' first winning record since 1965.
Virginia Tech, which has
twice tried—and failed—to keep
Collins in tow, got a third
chance today in the season
opener for both schools at Commonwealth Stadium in Lexington.

Tractor Pull
Tennessee State Fair-Nashville
September 18-19-21
8 p.m. on the 18th & 19th
2 p.m. on the 21st
See tractors from 6 states plus Canada,competing in...

7,000 8. 9,000 Hot Rod
12,000 Super Stock
12,000 Open
12,000 No Blower
Mini Rod Classes
Free AdmOttance to the fair with purchase of advanced
tickets from Purchase Equipment Co.
Children Under 12 Admitted Free to Tractor Pull

IT PAYS YOU

OR

a Carrier
all-electric
Heat Pump

Mike Hobble Has Been
Waiting For Long Time

Except for five games when
he was a sophomore, Murray
State senior quarterback Mike
Hobbie sat on the bench backing
all-conference Tom Pandolfi
and chewed his fingernail
between Murray. scores, at
which point he was sent in to
hold the ball for the place
kicker.

game scrimmage last Saturday, he missed on his first
passand then completed 11 in a
row.
"Passing is Mike's strong
point," says Furgerson. "He's
got a strong, accurate arm and
he's good at picking out
receivers. But he also does a
good job of running the option."
"Passing is what I really
enjoy in football," says Hobbie.
"I like the matching of wits in a
passing game and watching the
plays develop."

In other games today involving Kentucky schools, Eastern Kentucky entertained Dayton at Richmond; Georgetown
met Emory & Henry and
Centre hosted Oberlin, Ohio, at
Danville.
"It's pretty frustrating
In games tonight, Western
Kentucky goes for its second playing backup quarterback,"
straight win of the year at Hobbie says. "At first you sit on
Louisville, and Kentucky State the edge of your seat expecting
visits Albany tGa.) State. any minute to be sent into the
A 6-2, 200-pounder from
Morehead and Murray open game, but after a while you
their respective season Sept. 20. begin to feel as if you'll never Atlanta, Hobbie passed for 1800
While 'UK assessed Collins' get to play and yott lose your yards his senior season at
recovery or lack of it, VPI - alertness. You also lose a lot of Chamblee High School and in
one game threw 6 touchdown
looked for shifty runner Phil confidence."
passes. He won three letters in
Rogers to key the Gobblers
But
Hobble
obviously
from the quarterback position. retained more alertness and football there, two each in
A tailback in two previous confidence than he thought, basketball and golf, and one
meetings with Kentucky, Ro- because that one time he was each in soccer and tennis.
gers was moved to quarterback called on to replace an injured
He is married and he and his
to replace graduated Bruce Pandolfi, he almost pulled the wife Suzie have three children,
Arians. Since Rogers is reputed Racers from behind for a win at Vallerie, Mary Allison, and
to be less than an adequate Morehead. He then won three
of Matt. Although he is a sociology
passer, his insertion into the the four games he started major at Murray, Hobbie would
.
signal calling slot dedicates before Pandolfi was again like to coach after he graduates
VPI even more to the run.
ready for action.
next spring. He coached a Little
Louisville Coach Vince Gib"Mike really learned our League Baseball Team in
son is also dedicated to the run, system during those years:' Murray last summer and was
since his Cardinals will prob- Murray Coach Bill Furgers,n chosen to coach the City's Little
ably live and die on the flying says, "and we don't feel y,c're League all-stars who advanced
feet of Walter Peacock. But, playing With a new quarterback to the state tournament. He is
with quarterback Jim Wagoner at all. In fact, we think
he's also active in the Fellowship of
throwing better than last year, probably' the best
quarterback Christian Atheltes.
Gibson promises to put the ball in the-league."'
Backing Hobbie this season
in the air a bit.
In scrimmages this fall, are redshirt freshmen Roger
• That's what Eastern Ken- Hobbie has yet to be
intercepted 'Rushing pnd Mike Dickens and
tucky did last week in a 42-7 and he has completed well
freshman Wes Furgerson.
rout of Wisconsin-Oshkosh.
50 percent of his passes I•
Rushing,6-1, 190 pounds, from

Morganfield, was all-state his
senior year at Union County
High School and quarterbacked
the West team in the Kentucky
All-Star game. His strong suit is
running the option and ,in. last
Saturday's scrimmage had 42
yards rushing. Furgerson says
he's a fine, all-around athlete,
intelligent and level headed,
eager to learn, and wants to
play.
Dickens, a 6-3, 200-pounder
from Evansville, was AllIndiana his senior year at Bosse
High School. He, too, was a
starting quarterback in his
state's all-star game. Another
all-around athlete, he was
named the outstanding player
in both football and basketball
in Evansville his senior year.
Furgerson says he has great
size, and a fine throwing arm
and is aff adept scrambler and a
strong runner. "We think we
recruited the best quarterbacks
.in Kentucky and Indiana when
,we recruited Roger and Mike,"
he said.
Furgerson, a 6-3, 190-pounder
from Murray, quarterbacked
Murray High School's Class A
state champions last year. In
the Championship game, he
scored one of -Murray's two
touchdowns and passed for the
tither in the 14-0 victory. He also
averaged 45 yards a punt. He
has a good throwing arm but
was better known for his running•in high school. He's also a
candidate for the Racer punting
job.

CERTIFIED
electrk
heatpump

GOLF . .
PINEHURST, N.—. — Pat
Fitzsimons scrambled to a twounder-par 69 and assumed the
second-round lead in the $200,000 World Open Golf Tournament.
KANSAS CITY — Joyce Kazmierski carded a 69 over the
windswept Leawood Country
Club Course to grab the firstround lead in the $40,000 Southgate Open Golf Tournament.
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gridders against Henry County last night.
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Orioles Win Seven Of
Nine To Move Back In
-.

By ALEX SACHARE
drun single and scored on exAP Sports Writer
Tiger Jim Northrup's double.
The Baltkrnoye Orioles wonlI en Singleton.add.e4 a.sacrifice
without ruffling a few fly for the final run.
feathers.
Torrez, 18-8, got the victory,
All but counted out when they allowing eight hits before givdropped two games to the first- ing way to Dyar Miller, who
place Boston Red Sox in Balti- got the final three outs. Joe
more last week and fell eight Coleman, 9-17, took the loss, algames off the pace in the though he retired 25 of 26 batAmerican League East, teisty ters in one stretch, including 18
Manager Earl Weaver has his in a row.
Orioles on the wing again.
Padres 1, Astros 0
The Orioles have taken to the
A ninth-inning sacrifice fly by
road and won seven of nine to
soar right back into the thick of Tito Fuentes gave San Diego its
victory over Houston. Bobby
things.
"We've proven we're not Tolan led off the ninth with a
quitting," declared Weaver single, moved to second on a
after his club beat the Detroit balk and advanced to third on a
Tigers 6-4 in 11 innings Friday sacrifice before scoring on
night to pull within 41
/
2 games Fuentes' fly ball.
The victory went to Dave
of the Red Sox.
Tomlin,
3-2, who recorded just
"We'll fight," vowed Weaver.
"We'll argue with umpires. It's one out after Dan Spillner
going right down to the wire. loaded the bases in the top of
We're not quitting no matter the ninth after pitching shutout
ball for 8 2-3 innings.
what happens."
Braves 2, Dodgers 1
Elsewhere in the American
Dusty Baker slugged his 17th
League, Chicago beat Texas 52, Kansas City swept two from home run of the season and
California 10-2 and 7-2 and Oak- rapped a run-scoring single to
land won the opener of its dou- back the four-hit pitching of
bleheader with Minnesota 11-4 Phil Niekro and lead Atlanta
before losing 7-6. Cleveland at past Los Angeles.
Baker's homer staked the
New York and Milwaukee at
Braves to a 1-0 lead in the secBoston were rained out.
When it comes to arguing ond inning. They made it 2-0 '4,
with umpires, Weaver talks with an unearned run in the
from experience. The Balti- third, the result of an error by
more skipper was not around to Dodgers' first baseman Steve
see the conclusion of his team's Garvey and Baker's RBI
latest victory, having been single. Niekro, 15-12, lost his
ejected by home plate umpire shutout in the seventh on Dave
Joe Brinkman for arguing a Lopes' sacrifice fly.
strike call in the 10th inning.
Reds 6, Giants 3
Ellie Hendricks' three-run
Pete Rose singled and scored
homer capped a four-run see..cin an error in the first inning
ond inning that staked Mike and belted a run-scoring single
Torrez to an early lead, but the in the second, helping CincinTigers tied the score on two-run nati beat San Francisco. Lefthomers by Tom Veryzer in tbe hander Fred Norman, 10-4,
fifth inning and Ben Oglivie in posted. the victory over Giants
the eighth.
rookie John Montefusco, 13-9.
Then a trio
pinch-hitters Montefusco struck out 12 Reds
won it in the 11th. Al Bumbry for a season total of 203, most
drew a leadoff walk, moved to by a rookie since Gary Nolan's
third on Tony Muser's hit-an- 206 for Cincinnati in 1967.
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Sport Wheel

STARTS

Soft, cuddly Baby Alive doll
really eats and drinks. Includ----awssf-- lit‘grAi*D-bith-444pbsablia diapers, dish, spoon, and 9
packets of doll food. Uses 2
C batteries. Not included.
MIN. 48 PER STORE

r
1000,, double knit polyester pants

go down

Coles Gives Evert
Good Wightman Match
By CLINT SWIFT
Associated Press Writer
CLEVELAND(AP)— "I just
kept thinking she couldn't keep
it up," Chris Evert said Friday.
Indeed, Glynnis
Coles
couldn't. But the Britain representative gave the U.S. Open
champion a fight and provided
the best show of the night for
fans watching the 47th Wightman Cup tennis competition.
"She was a lot tougher than I
thought. We had some great
rallies," said Miss Evert, of the
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
The most impressive rally
was Miss Coles' come-from-behind effort to tie their first set
at 4-4, when it appeared she
might follow her team captain
Virginia Wade's example.
Veteran British tennis titlist
Miss Wade had dispatched
Mona Schallau of Iowa City,
Iowa, 6-2, 6-1, to give the vis-

itors a 1-0 lead in the best-ofseven series for British-U.S
women's tennis supremacy.
Miss Evert triumphed, 6-4, 61, to leave the event a 1-1 draw
after the first two matches.
Janet Newberry of St. Petersburg, Fla., was to carry the
brunt of U-S. hopes on the
scond day of the competition.
She was to face 19-year-old Sue
Barker in singles, then join
Julie Anthony, a University of
California graduate student, in
doubles against Miss Wade and
Ann Haydon Jones.
"It's always nice to get off to
a good start," said Miss Wade,
who is playing in her llth
Wightman meeting. She said
the British had conceded Miss
Evert's singles viceory but'that
the rest of the singles would be
close and the doubles were
very much in doubt

with a sure-lit one-inch elastic
waist. Assorted fall colors in
yarn dyed or piece dyed lacguard. Sizes 8 to 18.

size . . . 50' x 84"
LIMIT 2

FAMILY
MIN 432 PER STORE

SIZE

MIN. 48
PER STORE
REG. TO 11,77

50

7

Ladies & Girls

Bikinis

64% cotton, 35% rayon foam back
draperies are machine washable,
tumble dry, and permanent press
retainer. Available in Spanish black;
Spanish gold, nugget, ocean blue,
. ._,and mess--;
• .
r

37¢.
LIMIT 4

Cheer

Nylon bikinis come
in assorted prints,
sizes and colors.

Note Paper

Laundry Detergent

MIN. 1200 PER STORE

Men's
Tee Shirt
137

lead/,
Lady

REG 1.77

,Giant
10tVelS
REG 51c

limit 1
10 Lb. 11-oz. size
MIN. 229 PER STORE

LIMIT 4

JUMBO ROLLS
WHITE AND CC-ORS
LIMIT -;

ASSORTED DESIGNS

MIN. 900 PER STORE

Garbage Can

50% cotton/ '50%
rayon tee shirt features a crew neck
with contrast triml
on neck and cuff..>..
Heather tone colors'',
of blue, red, green. k.n
Small toextra large.
MIN. 360 PER STORE

Motor Oil

20 Gal.

LIMIT
6

Ladies

QUARTS

Panty
Hose

Qt.
MIN-. 2400 PER STORE
MIN. 600
PER STORE

Quaker
State
Valvoline
Havoline

LIAV 2
MIN. 148
PER ST013E

LIMIT 2

12"
Black & White TV

blankets
in
Warm
pretty polyester with
5' nylon binding. In
gold, green, blue and
pink.

C126-20
or C110-20
Kodak

LIMIT 1

Famous Name

Color Film

Watches

99

500

LIMIT 2

EG. 1.77
13
4
MIN. 160
PER STORE

These portable TV's in decorator
styled cabinets feature bright,
sharp pictures and true fidelity
in sound.
MIN. 10 PER STORE

Al

.1

nline
the latest -fashion s!ytesi.

°ti e
,

MIN. 50 PER -STORE

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

'BANKAmtRiCARO

Bel-Air Shopping Center -

An Equal Opportunity Employer

3t

LIMIT 4

One
size fits all.
All nude or regular
style in fashion colors
beige, coffee, cinnaMIN. 1080
PER STORE mon and taupe.

CMIT 1

Reg. 85.00
Your Choice:
Philco
or
Admiral

Limit Rights Reserved

LIMIT 3

Acres Of Free Parking
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2. Notice

2 Notice

2. Notice

AS OF THIS DATE, September 12, 1975, I will no
• longer be responsible for
any debts other than my
own. Frank F. Keene.

WATKINS PARTY PLAN
is new. Great hostess
gif6, and Holiday gifts.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland. Phone 753-8284.

2 Notice
NOTICE

Approxunately 12,000 sq ft of
rental space avadabie at 2nd
and Poplar Streets

Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342

LATEX HOUSE paint sale.
Two gallons for $14.95.
Hughes Paint Store. 401
Maple St.

ACROSS

3 Succor
E3G-IAU El 0 OPIWEI
4 Cozy.corner
C'.rtrbinq
Worships
0
plan!
O Dinner
Squander
6
course(P3)
it Punctuation
7 Skin of fruit
mark
8 Bitter vetch
9 Symbol for
12 Eagles nests
14 King of
nickel
Bashan
10 Deduce
15 Aimless .
11 Oodles of _
scribbling
water
17 Artificial
13 Paint ui spots
GE
16 Man's
language
18 Lubricate
nickname
D
.
20 South African 19 Most flexible
43 Fencing
33 Cause
21 Without end
village
34 Spar on sail'sword
21 Evergreen tree 23 Lifts with
44 Unusual
)
boat
(pi
lever
Noose
22
47 Abstract
35 Put away for
24 Goal
25 Measuring
safekeeping
being
device
25 Actuate
36 Click beetle
48 Small rug
26 Breathes
27 Sea eagle
37 Church
51 Negative
loudly in sleep 29 Siamese
council
53 Compass
native
28 Cubic meters
30 Title of
40 Unit of energy
DO in t
32 Entreaties
respect
10 ,
9
8
-7
.
4
c6
?;•;.'„."t
3
3
.
2
31 Devoured
,../..
32 Smooths the
1
12
leathers
35 Strainers
17
14
16
38 Smatter
.,
amouM
18
10 \:<'..' 20
39 Fondle
..e.:.;
2
1
er
41 Depend on
„ 24
,;,•
.
......4
22
23 '
42 Dine
'';`,.:
,
43 Transgression 26
9
'
27
i".•:•:. 28 '
45 Hurried
46 Coniunction
l '•:,.'"
...:t:::t 30
• ,r•-•-31
:E:E:1:44
47 Witty ex.7.•:.. '
• 37
pression
34 v... 35
37 33
''..:.
49 Preposition
AO
Poem
39
50
r
r
...
52 Wiped out
..„,
KY'h41 •,..•45
42
43
....
54 Part of
••i
face (p1
49
1,
, .. 0
. 47
Ain -. V
5€.41/ober
..A....,
DOWN
53
'
--2
*52
31
50

G 0M120
IR& M 22 Ota0
Edna FAO 00
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000 LOM 500090
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1 Vast throng
2 Negative
prefix

"..'-'.54

- 14 Want To Buy

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

If You
Need Them:

Crossword,Puzzler

2. Notice

2. Notice

753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital Emergency.
753-5131

Kings Den

Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

Jantzen Sportswear

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
it Times

Murray Coins
And Antiques
opposite bus station.
108 North
6th Street
753-0140.

HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Also Watkins
Products. 753-9067.

whe
Mary Kay
Comsetics
can do for you.
art

;; 33
ii:t•
tr by United Fe.ture ynt mat,. Inc.

Phone Sonya Futrell, 7534505 for complimentary
facial.

-attit,
„eectint

chuja;hce
3

j

PEciALI5T

THE

IN
POLITICAL MURDER.
AmAZ I NG...

WNY DO YOU SEND
5ARGE TO TOWN
iN4TEAD O ME

su'r

I'M JU5T A5 MATURE
,A6 1-1E / GIVE ME
A CAANCE TO
PROVE IT.'
OH, OICAY.
00 GO TO
'14
TOWN THEN

I DON'T BUY
TNESE FLOWERS

I KNOW, BUT YOU wOULD
HAVE IF YOU'D

BEEN
THER E

LOST GOLD I-D bracelet,
got name Jeri on it. Call
436-2159.
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver
in the Cypress Bay Resort
area. Reward offered.
Call 901-232-8662.

6. Help Wanted

1

M WONDERRUL
WHEN I'M
NOT EVEN
AROUND

0
Fa'

CHILE -

At)/ KNOWS wHet.t YO'
DON'T SEE. A LI'L
GRAY CLOUD OVER
-CA FORMER d INX'S
HAID-

DEPRESSION GLASS. Old
gold, sterling silver.
Murray Coin Exchange
108 North 6th. Call 7530140.

SAVE $$$$$$, 5 h. p. Gilson
Tiller with power reverse.
Retail $299.95 - $199.95.
Murray Supply Company.

Western
Kentucky
Manufacturer is seeking
an individual with
strong
mathematical
SIX FT. WOOD step ladbackground. The Right
der. $10.95. Murray
individual will have an
Supply Company.
associate degree in
amathematical vocatioAUTOMATIC
n or several_ ygaga_aL4. USED
related experiencein alt. 'WASHER. Used air
conditioners. Call 753-1551
industrial engineering or 753-9104.
area. Salary will be
commensurate to exGAS HEATER, 5 h. p.
perience.
Excellent
Sears riding-Mower, 3 h.
benefit package.
p. push mower. Call 753If interested send
8067 after 5 p. m.
resume and current
salary to P. 0. Box 32
SLABS for sale. Call 436P. We are an equal op2337.
portunity employer.

TEACHER
NEEDS
pleasant person to care
for 5,2 year old child,
weekdays 8-12:30 in my
home. Light housework.
Will pay $2.00 per hour.
Must have transportation
and references. Call 7531571.

CUSTOM BUILT portable
building 8 x 10, $388.00. 8 x
12 $432.00, 8 x 16, $576.00.
Free normal delivery. We
build all sizes of storage
buildings, lake cottages,
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See our
special boat storage sheds
for boats from 12' up.
Located
Hick's
on
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.

12. Insurance

HEALTH, LIFE, burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.

YO' 19 A
MNERCENT

USED AIR conditioners,
15,000 BTU and up. Call
753-1551 or 7534104.

PART-TIME help in cafe. SPECIAL PURCHASE
one-third h. p. shallow
Sundays and evenings.
well pump complete with
Call Bob's Country Cafe,
tank and pressure conPuryear red light. Call
trols. Regular $178.00 now
901-247-5132 for interview.
$106.00. Murray Supply
Company.

MOBILE HOME and home
owners insurance at lost
rates. Joe Sledd Insurance agency, 753-1408.

0

USED 38 CALIBER S and
W. 2 inch. Call 753-8964.

HOSTESS FOR Watkins
Party Plans. Call 753- -VENEER LOGS wanted,
5550.
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
LINGL CORPORATION, prices paid for logs 14" in
° Paris, Tennessee has diameter
and
up.
immediate opening for an Delivered to Benton, Ky.
experienced office clerk Also will buy standing
or
accountant
with Veneer trees. Call J. H.
background in machinery Miller 354-8440.
'cost analysis and price
calculations. Must be able 15. Articles For Sale
,to • type and operate
business machines. Some COLLECTION
OF
experience in general
Womans Day and Family
drafting, desirable but not Circle magazines. Call
necessary.
Applicant 436-2285.
must be a self starter,
responsible and capable AEROSOL TYPE fire
of working with minimum
extinguisher, $1.98.
supervision. For further
Murray Supply Company.
details on this challenging
opportunity, call Joe BINDER TWIN 6.00 roll.
Belgeroot Paris, 642-9161:
Murray Supply Company:

PERMANENT POSITION
for mature person who
can operate machinery
and occasionally drive
small trucks on local
deliveries. Send name,
age and phone to Box 32N.

ANC) miGHT HAVE
5uCCEEPE17.,EXCEPT
FOR YOU.

WELL I CAN
DEPEND ON ARE
TO HANDLE ANY
SITUATION THAT
MiGN- COME
UP

5. Lost And Found

TECHNICIAN

WHERE'S THE
FIREHOUSE?

71415 GANG TRIE_P TO
KILL GORANC7A OF
IVORY- LANA

IF YOU have a burden, let
us share it. NEEDLINE, GOOD USED baby bed.
753-6333.
Call 436-2337.

INSURANCE
Homeowners,
farmowners,
mobile
homeowners, low rates
excellent claim service.
Galloway Insurance and
Realty, Phone 753-5842,
Murray, Ky.

IThe sooner you call,
the sooner 409
you save
M FA
P110111

753 0189

ell •
ww•Awi, 1

Wats 0$ 1411014

HAND OPERATED
elevator. Platform 6 x 6.
Cheap. See at Beale
Hardware 3rd and Main.
FIVE H. P. air compressor, like new. Phone
753-3018.
NICE GIRLS coat, size 8.
Same as new. Call 7534494 after 5.
REMINGTON 700 A. D. L.,
.222 cal. and 3-9x „scope.
Universal 30 cal. M-1
carbine. Sheridan "Silver
Streak" pellet gun. Call
753-0598.

Just Arrived

The LT 860
Jacobson
Lawn Tractor
Several good used
trade-in riding lawn
mowers
See

at
East Side
Small Engine
Repair

811 91E Haw 153 9131
(164411• 115p.

54-SELECTIONS
of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
paneling.
match
Bathroom vanities from
645.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. '2" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
gallon.
$3.95
paint
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot. I,uan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.

20. Sports Equipment

15. Articles For Sale
PLAY PEN with pad, $8.00.
Two dozen pre-folded
heavy weight diapers,
$6.00. Diaper pail, $2.00.
Colonial style hardwood
high chair with pad. $8.00
Pottie chair, $2.00. Car
seat, $6.00. Folding
dressing table, $8.00.
Phone 753-9984
TEABERRY 23 Brand CB
mobile with antenna.
$200.00. Call 753-6487.
MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12.00 a rick, delivered.
Call 753-9618.
NEW CREAGOR SS mags,
13" and new Gillette tires,
raised white letters. Call
Bill days, 762-6851, nights,
753-0802.

16. Home Furnishings
SAVE $$$$$$$.8 h. p. Gilson
riding mower. Reg. $845
now $599.95 Murray
Supply Company.

Blackford
House
Specials
tIntinished-Turilture
16 Ptdestal

18500

11 095

look

S1595

Stymy

S895

Rockers
Bar Stools
s1295

27. Mobi

EXTRA P
home,
bedroom
air and
$5200. (
desired.

26" FIVE SPEED bike.
$65.00. Call 753-0252.
1974 CHALLENGER Mark
IV bass boat, 115 h. p.
Johnson motor. Custom
trailer. New high speed
depth
finder.
New
Johnson foot control,
trolling motor. Lake
access lot at Pine Bluff
Shores - $350.00. Lot No.
628. Call 753-1812

WE HUI
homes.'
Saddle a
Ski's,
1918 or 4

29 Mobil

TWO BE
carpeted,
Washer,
big porch
$3,000. Ca.
2324.

19'75 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trio. Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4.

TWO BE
condition
River al
month. C

22. Musical
TWO CLARINETS, excellent condition. Call 7535121.

ROGERS DRUM SET
complete with Zildgian
cymbals,extra large floor
Tom - and cases.If
terested contact David A.
Wells at 762-4151 and
arrange an appointment

lab*

Rockers

16'68 AMI
pole, co
0870.

FOX ME
Coach E
Home Pa
Street. He
for familii
3855.

REPOSSESSED PIANO.
Take up payments. J & B
Music, 753-7575.

1104 Coldwarter Rd
hivrrey, Ry.
753-6660

Tables
r.d,
Chairs

1974 18 Fr. STARCRAF7
pro bass boat and trai'rr
with 135 Evinrude engin%
trolling motor and all Lie
extras. Will accept tralein of runabout or
motocycle. $3,80'). Call
436-2211.

S595

Sues*

Chairs wl"*s"" 5795
Antiques

Round Oak Table
with 6 choirs of
Wm. & Mary
Period
$20000

PIANO, good condition,
needs tuning. Call 753-8594
after 4 p. m.
MUSIC LESSONS. Piano,
organ, guitar, clarinet
and accordion. J. & B.
Music, Call 753-7575.
PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.
Rogistitt Now

•

the count
space ava
up if nec
call colle
after 5 pi

MURRAY
new, all el
two bedroi
Stove, rel
water ft
Duiguid R
North. 753

FURNISHI
MENTS.
bedrooms.
Apartment
Street. 753

Class Gutter
$1.50.. Nowt
753.7575

J. Et B. Music

24. Miscellaneous

ONE BEDR
apartment
White Ha
month, PE
couples pi
753-3805.

Wigton Phyfe

Dining Table
with lief
54000

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-6

17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery,
753-6760,
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM September Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
purchase
of
every
upright. Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum for only
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
day.

19. Farm Equipment
NEW and used John 'Deere
planters, Allis-Chalmers
hard land planter. Vinson
Tractor Company, 7534892.
DICKEY-JOHN moisture
testors. No scales. No
electricity. Pour in and
read. Vinson Tractor Co.,
753-4892.
IDEA, 2 row corn picker
mounted on 400 Case
diesel. Both in very good
condition. 135 MasSey
Ferguson tractor and 3000
Freeman loader wall selfcontained hydraulics.
Gravel bucket and new
manure bucket. Call 7535107.

20. Sports Equipmeqt
20' DAY CRUISER, can be
seen
at
12th
and
Sycamore. $6,500.00. Call
753-9904.
PONTOON AND motor.
Call 2474882.
RALEIGH 27" 10 speed
bike. Call 49-8897.

WOOD
HEATERS.
automatic, cast iron fire
box,.brick lined, porcelin
enamel cabinet. E199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.

Custo
To
With

TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
7534870.
RECHARGABLE GRASS
shears, 11.95. Murray
Supply Company.
USED 14 h. p. John Deere
48" mower, automatic
transmission, hydraulic
lift-$893.-Isturray Supply
Company.

612 So. 9t

ELECTRIC FENCE insulators for metal posts.
25 to bag. 61.50 a bag.
Murray Supply Company.
1,000
GALLON , underground type fuel
storage tank. Never
been, used. $350. Call 4362211.
FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors
and patterns 40 cents a
square foot. Murray
Lumber Company, 7533161.
ONE gas furnace 85,000
BTU.
ONE Singer treadle
sewing machine.
ONE new set of King
size
matress, box
springs, frame and
velvet headboard.
ONE 23" black and
'hlte T.V.
E Curtis Mathes conle stereo.
ONE 1968 Pontiac
Grand Prix.
ONE
1968
VW
Squareback.
ONE Kustorn hustler
amplifier.
ONE Magnavox stereo.
ONE Sanyo germ
four speakers.
Call 753-7861
Between 9-5

CAR SEAT,
MIMI I, RH
ODD DMUS

Tuesday
cumulated
forty (40)
small loon
proximate
proximate
draperies,
disposed o
Kentucky 1
approxima
highest an
bid. Term
formation,
may be ma
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32. Apartments For Rent

24 Miscellaneous

CRAFT
trarrr
engine,
all tile
t traieut or
Call

16'0AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 7530870.

27. Mobile Home Sales
EXTRA NICE 1972 Mobile
home, 12 x 64. Two
bedroom, two baths, with
air and underpinning.
$5200. Can rent lot if
desired. Call 489-2440.

bike.
2
Mark
5 h. p.
Custom
speed
New
ontrol,
Lake
Bluff
t No.

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sa''..•s, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 4434226.

29 Moblie Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM full)
carpeted, fully furnished
Washer, air conditioner,
big porch, good condition
$3,000. Call 753-4627 or 4892324.

BASS
..ocator,
power
or 753-

For Rent
2 Bedroom Apartments
refrigerator,
Stove,
water furnished, all
electric, central heat
and air.
Start at $115 month, no
Pets
Murray Manor
Apartments
753-8668

For Rent
ice large furnished
partment for 3, 4 or 5
iris.

Phone
753-5865
or 753-5108

TWO BEDROOM, air 34. Houses For Rent
condition, on lake Blood
River area. $50.00 per TWO BEDROOM house for
rent. Call 753-1836.
month. Call 436-2427.
S, exall 753-

37. Livestock - Supplies

PIANO.
J&B

SET
ildgian
ge floor
if

vid A.
51 and
intment

753-8594

Piano,
larinet
.& B.
75.
repair
prompt
pianos
er 753-

ERS
on fire
orcelin
$199.95.
Paris,

g barn.
n. Call

GRASS
urray

Deere
omatic
draulic
Supply

E inposts.
a bag,
pany.
unfuel
Never
all 436d lot
cs for
colors
ents a
urray
, 753-

85,000

41. Public Sales

49. Used Cars & Trucks

YARD SALE 1107 Main
Street. Saturday 13th. 8
o'clock in the morning.

1968 DODGE CHARGER
and
power
brakes
steering, new motor and
transmission, plus many
extras. Call 753-6564.

For That Personal Touch See...

Thornton Tile
84 Marble
Qual* Fliat Viil 1)k.ise753-5719
612 So. 9th

YARD SALE
Saturday, September 13
407 S. 9th
7:30 til ?
Rain or Shine
CAl SIAT, ELECTIIK HAIR ROLLERS, TOTS, CHILDIEN'S CLCITNES.
MEN'S & WOMEN'S CLOTHES, SMALL PlICISJiN FURNITURE, SHOES,
ODD DISHES, JEWELRY, MUCH, MUCH MOON

and
Sronntiac
VW
ustler
ereo.
with

51 Services Offered

HAULING.
LIGHT
Livestock hauling and
small appliances. Call
436-5844 or 436-5472.

HUTCHENS'
JOHN
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.

CLEANING,
CARPET
very
experienced,
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

Ram is Grail 1317 Rirkeasd
ie•geed place is,,,Aline,
Abed aid street, quiet Neighberiseed. This 3 bedroom brick is
recart ea rates a ens
'weer. Priced it is. $211J100'dCell saytiani fir ea fieariateran.
WILSON INAL ESTATE
Across heat Pest Office
Ph... 753-3243

TO BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, 408
S. 4th, phone 753-7333. We
have local and out of state
and .handk
buyers
property of all kinds, in
both
and
Kentucky
Tennessee. We need youi
listings now. Home
phones: Fulton E. Young,
753-4946; Ishmael StinSaii, _,

40 ACRES, PRICED JUST
RIGHT for you at only
$12,500. Ideal for cattle or
horses, mostly fenced,
has about 18 tendable
acres and tobacco base,
year round creek, through
property,this could be the
one you've been waiting
for. Call MOFFITT
REALTY CO., 206 South
12th, 753-3597.
JUST LISTED,40 acres, 20
tendable. On state line
road west of Hazel for less
than $500.00 per acre. One
good tobacco barn on
farm. Call 753-8080 or
contact BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE, 105
North 12th.
ROBERTS REALTY
J.K.OAd_oti South 12th at
five
has
Sycamore
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

SURPLUS PROPERTY
AUCTION
Tuesday, September 16, 1775 at 10:00 a. m. C. D. S. T., surplus property accumulated by the renovation of the Hotel at Kenlake State Resort Park consisting of
forty (40) or more of the following: duo-beds, bedside tables, mirrors, side chairs,
small lounge chairs, televisions(B&W),swag lamps, overhead lights and carpets approximately 11' x 17'. Along with one (1) dining room rug (27" stitched) approximately 40' x 80', two 12) hallway runners approximately 5' x 100', large lot of
draperies, several cash registers, and other items too numerous to mention will be
disposed of by the Department of Parks at Kenlake State Resort Park fronting on
Kentucky Highway 94 near junction of U. S. 68, south of Aurora, Kentucky, and being
approximately 15 miles northeast of Murray, Kentucky. Sale will be made to the
highest and best bidder and the Department of Parks reserves the right to reject any
bid. Terms of the sale are cash, certified check or cashiers check. For other information, please call Kenlake State Resort Park 474-2211. Inspection of Property
may be made on day of sale

Bruce Montgomery
Commissioner
Department of Parks

PAINEXPERIENCED
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.

1968 PEUGEOT. Low
price, Needs some work.
Excellent gas mileage.
Call 753-9566.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
your
per
installed
1972 DA'TSUN, 4 speed. specifications. Call Larry
Pickup, topper, factory
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
air.
condition, estimates.
A-1
61,500.00. Cail 436-2306.

Plenum te rivia. Teal be
py Tama you've settled dew at
505 lair. Ws say I yaw all
re 'HMI webby aistosca ef
Mares Nigh. It fealwas merd
beat wad er, 3 bedreeas, 1141
blabs, separate far* nem
aid e larva killdeer. Denser wee
treasierrei ma wiper is sal.
Call fir ea eypelsitaart.

eadle
King
box
and

51 Services Offered

43 Real Estate

FOX MEADOWS AND
Coach Estates Mobile FIVE WEENING pigs.
Home Parks. South 16th
Phone 436-2240.
Street. Homes and spaces
for families only. Call 753PAsTURE AND BOAR3855.
DING for horses and
ponies. Good facilities,
31 Want To Rent
reasonable rates. Phone
- cThuseTn 436-2336 afteil B:80 p.
toox/ICr
for details.
the country with garden
FIVE ACRE tracts on
space available. Can fix
38 Pets Supplies
Kerby Jennings Trail (Ky
up if necessary. Please
191J . blacktop.
and
,y road,
call collect 314-291-3522
PUPS;'Tr Weekr - near
- BEAGLE
after 5 p.m..
old, AKC registered, 6
Chandler Park. These lots
year old female gun dog.
are located in an exRent
For
Apartments
32.
Call 753-0655.
clusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only
All
MURRAY MANOR
OLD
WEEK
a short distance to boat
new, all electric, one and EIGHT
Australian guard dogs.
launching facilities at
two bedroom apartments.
Chandler Park. Each
Call 753-6806 after 6:30 p.
Stove, refrigerator, and
information.
tract is nicely wooded and
for
m.
On
furnished.
water
has good building sites.
Duiguid Road, just off 641
GERMAN
AKC
Electric and phone are in
North. 753-8668.
SHEPHERDS: solid
the area. Reasonably
black; black and silver;
priced. John C. Neubauer,
APARTFURNISHED
black and tan; shots and
Realtor, 505 Main Street
MENTS. One or two
Murray, 753-0101 or 753wormed; excellent pets
bedrooms. Zimmerman
and protectors. Phone 7531.
Apartments South Ilith
052-362-4764 or Mickey,or
5
753-6609.
Street.
THE QUALIFIED perRebekah Holland.
sonnel at Guy Spann
ONE BEDROOM furnished
Realty are waiting to talk
PARADISE KENNELS apartment. Located by
to you regarding your real
and
grooming,
Boarding
per
White Hall $105.00
estate needs. Our time is
pick up and delivery
month, Part of utilities,
your time. Give us a call
service now available.
couples prefered. Phone
or drop by the office at 901
Call 753-4106.
753-3805.
Sycamore Street, 7537724.

Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors To Match Any Decor.

51 Services Offered

46 Homes For Sale

43 Real Estate

NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS FOUR BEDROOM, older
home,$8,000. Call 492-8883
within view of Highway
Hazel.
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
47 Motorcycles
A VERY ATTRACTIVE 2 1975 MX125 Suzuki. 1973
story home, now being
CR250 Honda Elsinore.
used as a duplex, could be
1973 Honda MX70 Fox Go
just as well used as a
Boy Go Cart. Call 753-3724
5
with
spacious home
after 5:00.
bedrooms, den, 3 baths,
all built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air, large 1975 YAMAHA125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
entry foyer, if you need a
m.
very nice home only 1
year old. Call for an
appointment at MOF- 1961 HARLEY DAVISON
vondttiorr.
_Fju
Complete with saddle
South 12th, 753-3597.
wind-jammer
bags,
of
windshield, lots
Owe if fle beet elder areders
chrome, Got to see to
bewes it Callevrey Cearty wit*
believe. -Best offer 1973
tee weeny ream to atantea.
Yamaha 360 Endura road
Large hi. Soria trees. Eon
and dirt combination.
bellang for shay. Priced I. ea.
Leartal it KIrkety.
Licensed for-road. Brand
new engine. $500 or best
%fee Hareem brick, 2 belts,
offer. Go out 94 East to
cadre beet s.d ar, *aside
Paul Morris's Grocery
steam let ter garde@ 120 x
and pass it. First paved
444 is city water. 31,
2 wiles
road to left, 1346. Fifth
saw* of Manly.
house on left. After 5.
alma

lassinsece

sad

Real Islets
Across free Pest Office
753- 3262

44 lots For Sale

1974 YAMAHA motorcycle,
model 500A, A-1 condition
with windhsield, luggage
carrier and dual mirrors.
Just over 2000 miles. If
interested contact David
A. Wells at 762,4151 for an
appointment.

TWO ADJOINING lots for
sale, in Pine Bluff Shores.
Call 753-9904.
1972 YAMAHA street bike.
200 c.c. Electric starter,
ADJOINS
less than 3,000 miles, in
city
GATESBOROUGH,
good condition, $475.00.
water. Phone 753-4060.
Call 753-4917.
$10 DOWN AND $20 per
month will buy a large
Kentucky Lake access lot.
All Utilities including
All
water..
central
streets.
weather
Telephone 436-5320 or 4362473.

46 Homes For Sale
SIX ROOM Brick House,
1'2 baths, 6 miles from
city limits. 40 x 40 garage,
10 acres of land, deep
well, 256 ft. highway
frontage. Will trade for
house in town. Call 4365560.

1968 350 HONDA, $150.00.
Also Ashley wood stove.
$100.00. Call 753-4545 or
753-6763.
1975 YAMAHA E. T. 400
Endure, 1800 miles, excellent condition. Must
sell. Going over seas.
$1200 or best offer. Call
753-8026.

'Twenty Six (26) Metal folding chairs
'Nineteen (19) Arm writing folding theirs
Can be seen at the Calloway County Health Department. Bids will be accepted until 4:30, Friday, September
19, 1975.
See Mr.R.L Cooper, Administrator

1962 CHEVY TWO ton.
AND
truck, 15 • ft. bed 6 BIBLES REPAIRED
ci.. __ .rasiored-_447-• -14-yor
cylinde,F,_,folir speed.
Street, Mayfield, Call 247Call 753-3712.
3215.
1970 FORD country sedan
wagon, power and air.
Good condition. Call 7536596.
1970 FORD TORINO,
11.250. Also, brand new
giriLs, bicycle, $40.00 Can
be ieen at B-2 Fox
Meadows after 3:00 p. m.
GAS SAVERS. 1972 Pinto,
_1275.00. 1970 Maverick
795.00. 1972 Datsun
1150.00. Call 489-2595.
1968 CAMARO, motor
rebuilt. Four speed. Call
753-0905 or 753-8940.
1974 CORVETTE T top,
automatic, air, all power.
Call Jimmy Tubbs 901642-0282 or 901-642-6229.

50. Campers
WORK.
CARPENTRY
Remodeling, room additions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 PINTO, low mileage,
$2100. Contact Norman
Stacy, Palistine Church
Road, Murray. Ky.
1972 FORD RANCHERO
with top. Extra good
condition. Power steering
and air. Call 436-5638.

LAWN MOWERS repaired.
Fix mowers, roto-tillers,
and small engines, 4365525.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter Shop 1 old ice
complete
plant.).
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.

LIGHT HAULING and
TRANOWNER
yard work done. Call 753Price
.
SFERRED
2732.
defrastically reduced.
Three bedroom brick, 1968 FORD,automatic, air,
living room, dining room,
all power, $600.00. Call POP UP CAMPER, sleeps
kitchen, den, 2 baths, 3
753-0485 after I p. m. or
five. Stove and sink, used
miles from Murray on
6 times. Ideal for towing
753-1777.
Mayfield Road. Call 753with Pinto, or Vega, etc.
8182 for appointment.
Call 753-4187 after 6.
1969 GRAND PRIX Pontiac. Full equipped, fine
BY OWNER Canterbury
Also 19" Black
condition.
22 FT. FULLY SELF
Estates, 3 bedroom brick,
TV with stand.
contained travel trailer
White
and
baths,
2L2
after 7 p. m
753-1874
1972 model. Sacrifice
Call
central gas heat and air.
at Fox Meadows
$2,750
Call for appointment, 753-South 16th Street. Call 753VAN: Call
VW
1969
9442.
3855.
75398.
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom 1968 CORVETTE , T-TOP CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
327-300 h. p., 4 speed,
Coachman, Trail Star,
house. Extra large lot, 2
$3,500, firm. Call 753-8251
garage,
attached
Fold down, unique, Good
car
after 4:30 p. m
patio, separate laundry
used trailers, 't mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection
room, central air and
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
heat, built-in range and 1967 OLDS 442 Call 7672741.
527-7807.
dishwasher. Extraordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.

No

HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
751-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 7531607, Ronnie Pea, 345/343, Loretta Jobs 7536079. Member M. L. S.

CkIck Shop

EXPERIENCED Elecbry-Setlepak
trician. 30 years depen1964 CHEVROLET truck, ALUMINUM SERVICE
(Rear of LAB. Musk)
dable
service,
long wheel base. 37,500 COMPANY siding by
753-7575
homewiring,
remodeling
by
Awnings
actual miles. Call 753Alcoa.
service
repairs,
changes,
3969.
Howmet Aluminum or
grain bins & dairy barns. 54 Free Column
Rigid Vinyl. No down
All work guaranteed. Call
1975 VW, 1972 Yamahapayment. Free estimates.
753-7488.
Call 753-8607 after 4 p. m. Call Will Ed Bailey, 492TEN WEEK OLD female
8897, Bobby Lawrence
dog, black mixed breed.
HAY HAULING. Truck
VAN,
1971
Chevy.
492-8879
Will be small. Call 474and
furnished.
crew
Automatic, good con2752.
Reasonable rates. Call
dition, $1,901.1. Call 436- M&B CONSTRUCTION
David Benton, 753-7699 or 20 YEAR COLLECTION of
landscaping,
2533.
CO.,
753-0123.
Readers Digest. Call 436backhoe work, general
=5.
1975
GMC
PICKUP,
hauling, bush hogging,
automatic, power
plowing and discing. Call HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small FOUR FREE KITTENS, 2
steering and brakes. 9,000
436-2540.
plumbing jobs done?
female, 2 male. Call 753miles. 64,100. 1973 Foed
Then call 753-6614.
6813 or 767-2068,
SHOLAR
Ranchero, straight drive, CONTACT
29,000 miles $2,600. Call
Brothers for all your
753-0119.
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
FORSALE
Aurora, 354-6136-or 354atterSUN 149 E.-CallRock
Choir
(1)
"One
8161 after 7 p.
753-5342 or 753-4357.

1972 HONDA 450 motorcycle, headers, sissy
bars, extended front end.
$500.00. Call 753-2720.

FOUR BEDROOM, 3
in
house
baths,
Gatesborough. Qualifies
for a $2000 tax credit.
Phone 753-9208.

LICENSED ELECTWIRING
ELECTRICAL
TRICIAN - Prompt, home and
industrial, air
efficient service. No job
and
conditioning
too small. Call Ernest
refrigeration, plumbing
White. 753-0605.
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
TUTORING CHILDREN
with special learning
needs. Grades 1-7. Fee Knegotiable. Call 753-8761.

+

There will be a called meeting of
RECREATION
MURRAY
ASSOCIATION members, 7:30 p.
in., September 16th, 1975 at the
OAKS clubhouse. Every effort has
been made to notify all members
by mail, if you have not received a
copy of the resolution to be considered and a proxy, extra copies
are available in the pro shop.

WILL DO BABYSMING
in my home days or
evenings. Call 753-1532.

KNOWN AS

290 ACRE FARM

290 ACRE FARM

w. Farm
The Booker Hollo
INTO

DIVIDED
SMALL FARMS_ al
16.67 ACRES 19.76 ACRES 21.03 ACRES 14.68 ACRES
14.00 ACRES 16.64 ACRES 34.07 ACRES 86.06 ACRES
62.00 ACRES

AT AUCTIO
Sat., Sept. 20th-10:00a.m

•

Ky on Deetkinen Reed TAO Highway%(iberne-Calla Rest) to Higbee, 1346 Emcees
from gonnono Resert 20 Mlle trent
ono to 1211111 trt" Highway 110(Maylkete-Cadel Reed) 2belles Wein Kentucky Ube MaoMlles
tram Evensong. Ing Auction
Mayfield 12 Miles Rem Realm Ky OMAN Mem Paducah IS Mlles green Cada 123
Banners Posted
and ea tracts Farm le
SALE PROCEDURE Farm ma be sold In ingivkluiel tracts reserving the nen to otinhina any
being surveyed now and actual acreages dl be gusted do, MI seta
LOCATION 12 Miles east el Money

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTIES TRACT NO 1 Containing
16 67 Acres more or less IL fronting 1325 teet on Goodman
Road Approximately SO: cleared and mired grasses
Balance in young timber Long road frontage offers many
shaded building sites
TRACT NO 2 Containing 19 76 Acres more or less
fronting 300 ft On Goodman Road Has deep well rep*
tank Farm is partially cleared with balance covered by
beautiful sugar maples mimosas 6. small orchard Lays
level on front to gently rolling on rear
TRACT NO 3 Containing 21 03 Acres more or less
fronting 666 ft on Goodman Road SO% Cleared lesdedisTa
.4 fescue Good road frontage with matured shade trees
fronting property
TRACT NO 4 Containing 14 68 Acres more or less &
fronting 634 ft on Goodman Road Property lays the very
best
TRACT NO S Containing 14 Acres more of less I fronting
530 It on Goodman Road A place you would feint to list
and build your home
TRACT NO 6 Containing 1664 Acres more of less
fronting 693 ft on Goodman Road with long frontage on
private raid which will be deeded with property Many
beautiful building sites
TRACT NO 7 Containing 34 07 Acres more or less I
fronting private road Good stand of Oak
TRACT NO 8 Containing 62 At,.. more Or less Fronting
private road II bordered on rear by Jonathan Creek which
flows to Kentucky Lake Approximately 20 Acres of highly
productive bottomland A real gppd eplut prism tam
TRACT NO 9 Containing 8606 Acres more or lea I
fronting on private road Bordered on rear by Jonathan
This property
Bottornlard on rear
Creek I branch
contains one of the most unusual rock formations that has
40 drawn the interest Of many people for years It has been
said that this formation was used by an Indian tribe many
years ago for seed 8 food storage For those who would like
a beautiful rock garden that only mother nature could have
created situated on well elevated rise that affords a view of
the surrounding country side for miles A property that
Otters many Possibilities as an investment farm private
retreat of at a tourist attraction

dOr

we
iorepayre Ti.... prepertes adtir nuns outstanding talilivnes ggraltdditaig licasei he those Min
Aumadf
ljoi. MmffOm"ond ys4 one a aro seance keen Kentucky Lek* I
skam
seelonS a 4.4)14 I P4mMul Onvar• nitro.' on 1^`,0
News
.
weal
Kseonmen
Lands
Ire
Pork BMA*/ LAO* & Peet Ti.Land bowmen
olges nearby University oI Morin
One of tot lamest resort mem m the Umted Suites Preewerews I rwereserm bregartres one. te sale itio VOW* an
or Mese
Successful uelustnes & ninny other leatures that noniron yew inemectien
aid 11notibui. bearanber IN Wein.
SIN
August
Sori/My.
en
be
aramerty
wall
north oht not own port or it Salesmen
Day I For homer utorvitatson contact *On ,it
TERMS 20 door', day of sale
POSSESMON roth deed

bolane• rote deed on or been* 30 days

MR.& MRS. JAMES CHANEY,OWNERS
PH 502 436 5699

GREENUP REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
P 0 Box 191
Smiths Grate, Ky,42171
Phone 5,02 - 563-4111 14112
Robed Broglt Scottsville 622-5279

Wendy(Mon. Oakland 563 6431
Kent Koostra Bowkrig Green 161 2441
Jerry Branttetter. Hart CO Apo Auctioneer 565-2644
Bud Greenup, Auctioneer 1 Broker 507 -563 2621
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Orr's Rites
Funeral Is Today
Planned On Sunday For Mr. Langston

James Mahoney Evangelist At
Revival Meet, Memorial Church
Dr. James Mahoney of
Nacogdoches,Texas, will be the
evangelist for the "Journey Into
Fullness" revival crusade at
the Memorial Baptist Church
starting Sunday, September 14,
and
continuing
through
Thursday, September 18.
The evangelist was in Murray
in 1972 serving as crusade
director for the Richard Hogue

LaVerne C. Ryan, Assistant Gables, Florida.
Professor in the College of
Her professional activities
Business and Public Affairs, include membership in Delta Pi
Murray State University, has Epsilon ( National Graduate
Final rites for Mrs. Burley
Funeral services for Barney
received
her doctor of Honor Society), Kappa Delta Pi
Orr will be held Sunday at three
0. Langston of Franklin, Tenn.,
Education degree in Business (national honor society in
p. m. at the Oak Grove Baptist
former resident of Murray, will
Teaching from the University of business), and is serving on the
Church with Rev. Robert Ivy
be held today at 2:30 p. m. at the
Northern Colorado, Greeley. National
Committee
for
and Rev. Harold Smotherman
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Her dissertation is entitled "A Revision of the national comofficiating.
Funeral Home with Dr. James
Study to Determine Whether petitive events for Future
Gerald Paschall, Paul A.
Fisher officiating.
Current FBLA-PBL National Business Leaders pf America
Lassiter, Robert , Lassiter,
Burial will be in the Birand Phi Beta Lambda.
Marvin Lassiter, J. W. Redden,
mingham Cemetery in Marshall
Recently, she was app)inted
and Dan Billington will serve as
County.
by Kentucky's State Superinpallbearers. Burial will be in
Mr. Langston, age 90, died
tendent, Dr. Lyman Ginger, to
the church cemetery with the
this mo-ning at his home at
serve a second term on the
arrangements by the Miller
Franklin. His wife, Mrs.
Steering Committee for Murray
Funeral Home of Hazel w yre
Charlene
Smith Langston, died
Vocational School. Among her
friends may call.
publications are "A ComMrs. Orr, age 88, widow of April 11, 1952. He is survived by
niece, Mrs. Harry Morell of
parative Study of State
Tilman Orr, died Thursday at one
Franklin,
Tenn.
Vocational Cooperative And
8:30 p. m. at the MurraySimulated Business and Office
Calloway County Hospital. She
Programs," 1969; "The Nowis survived by three daughters,
Method of Teaching Office
Mrs. Oral Kelso, Hazel Route
BUSINESS
Practice",
One, Mrs. Hollie. Paschall,
DYNAMICS, Spring, 1970;
Murray, and Mrs. Clovis Jones,
"Wanted: Secretary,"
Vurray Route Four.
EDUCATION
BUSINESS
FORUM, May, 1974.
Dr. Ryan and her husband,
Dr. David C. Roos Will speak
Charles B. Ryan, reside in
on the subject, -Can One
Murray at 1403 Glendale Road.
Beli&e In Miracles" at the
Their children are Pamela
The funeral for Thomas E. 10:45 a.m. services on Sunday,
(Mrs. Steve Trees) of Murray;
Dr. James Mahoney
Williams of Murray Route Four September 14, at the First
LaVerne C. Ryan
Rita ( Mrs. Edward Dykstra) of
Spireno Crusade. Dr. Mahoney
will be held today at one p. m. at Christian Church.
Team and Individual Events Tuscaloosa, Alabama; and
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill • The Chancel Choir, directed now serves as Bible teacher
Are Measuring Competencies Mike ( a graduate student,in
Funeral Home with Dr. James by Mrs. Margaret Porter with with the Richard Hogue Team
Robert L. Whitten, direttor of Needed
for
Entry-Level Music Education at the
A. Fisher and Rev. Mickey Gary Galloway as organist, will and is also available for
the Division of Criminology and Positions in Small Businesses". University
Northern
of
conferences
Bible
and
revivals
officiating.
Carpenter
sing the anthem, "Be Thou My
Corrections
at
Colorado).
Murray
Dr.
State
Ryan
received
her
in local churches.
Serving as pallbearers will be Vision."
Dr. Mahoney has served as University, received an Ap- Bachelor of Science and Master
Eugene and Randy Boggess,
Ron Mitchell will be the
preciation Award during the of Arts degrees from Murray
Cullen and Alonzo Forrest, and worship leader and Mark Austin
recent joint meeting of the State University with graduate
W. B. McCuiston. Burial will be will be the candle lighter. Mr.
American Correctional work toward the masters'
in the Murray City Cemetery. and Mrs. Walt Apperson and
Association ( ACA) and the degree completed at the
The family requests that Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Scott will
Kentucky Council on Crime and University of Miami, Coral
expressions of sympathy take be greeters.
Delinquency
(KCCD) in
.the formpf _contrib_utions_y_the
be..Dr.
- _F-Wrs seryjni&
-..........
Lawavige,....... _ .
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 nee
Calloway'County Cancer Fund Woodfin Hutson and Bro.
Rev, Wayne E. Todd will
Whitten, currently president
and Accepted Masons will
Mr. Williams, age 68, died William Porter. Serving as
speak at the 10:45 a. m. services of the Jackson Purchase
.
celebrate its annual Prince Hall
Thursday at 11:12 p. m. at the deacons will be Norman Hale,
on Sunday, September 14, at the chapter of the KCCD and a
Day on Sunday, September 14,
Murray-Calloway County Glenn Card, Fred McCord, Leon
First Baptist Church with Dr. member of the board of
at three p. m. at St. John's
Hopital. He was a member of Srnith,..and Auburn Wells.
_Bobby_
isine
serving ads. dis (.. the stadeircA>0 ttwi
Baptist'Clicircic7---'—
ttre •?Int-Milted- Methottist - The fThwers. on i}W. Corn-deacon of the week and organization, indicated that
t
the
Rev. C. E. Timberlake will
Church and is survived by his munion table will be in memory
assisting in the morning ser- Louiaville meeting marked the
bring the message of the day,
wife, Mrs. Gaynell Williams, of Mrs. Nelle Andrus by her son.
vices.
first time in its 105-year
Regular services will be held and Church
two sons, Tommy of Murray and daughter, and the red rose
Adult Choir will
Special music at the morning existence that the Congress of at the Seventh and Poplar
present special music. The
and W. T. of Owensboro, one on the chancel rail will be in
service will be a solo by Miss Corrections has met in Ken- Church of Christ on Sunday,
Williams, honor of Brian Warren Hale,
presentation of 25 year pens to
brother,
Bill
Ruth Ann Mills, and a special, tucky.
SepteMber-t4',--kith Bro. John Masons
Louisville, four grandchildren, new baby son of Mr. and Mrs.
will be featured.
"FW My Cup, Lord," by the
Dale
speaking
10:40
The
a.m.
at
theme
and
of the Congress
Bro. Gene 0. Tharpe will give
and two grandchildren.
Norman Hale, Jr.
Adult Choir, directed by W. was -Year of Accountability." Bro. Harvey Elder at six p.m.
a talk on Prince Hall. Members
Sunday School will be at 9:30 Rudolph Howard, minister of More than 2,000 delegates from
"You Are The Answer" will of the program committee
are
a.m.
music.
the United States and Canada be the subject of Bro. Dale with F. A. Codgell,
chairman, L. B.
The Youth Groups will meet
The evening service at seven attended. Several members of the scripture from Joshua 24:15
Sunday with supper for both at p.m. will open with a baptismal the Jackson Purhcase chapter to be read by Ron McNutt. Arnold, L. P. Miller, Luther
six p.m. and Others to meet at service. The Adult Choir will were instrumental in the suc- Prayers will be led by Ray Scott, and Wayne Gammon.
The worshipful master of the
five p.m. and God Squad at 6:30 sing "God, Our Father, We cess of this year's ACA- Karraker and Ned Mathis.
Baptist
lodge, Gene 0. Tharpe, along
The Coldwater
p.m.
Adore
sponsored
Aro.
Thee."
will
on
Elder
the
speak
program.
with members of the lodge,
Church Will hold regular serThe Bible Study Group will
-Converting The extend a
Missionaries will grve reports
Whitten said Purchase ancr—siibje-cf, "
welcome to he public to
vices on Sunday. September 14, meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at
of their summer work and will Pennyrile area residents who Church," with Kevin McManus attend.
with Sunday School at ten a. m. the home of Mrs. Lillian
to
read
include Carolyn Henderson, are interested in the prevention
the scripture from Luke
and worship at eleven a. m. and Graves,
1507- Kirkwood, Maryland, Susan McKinnis, and control of crime and 21:31-34. Tommy Schroeder and
seven p. m.
Murray.
New York, Greta Nichols, delinquency are welcome to Jack Ward will lead in prayers.
Speaker for Sunday will be
Men's Atlanta, Bill Wilson, Hawaii, attend the next business
Christian
The
Jerry Bolls will direct the
Bro. Marshall G. Mines, dean of Fellowship will have a kick-off
Shelia Foster, Arizona, and meeting of the Jackson Pur- song service and Ed Thomas
Midat
registrar
and
students
dinner at six p.m. on Wed- Steve DeVoss,
chase chapter of KCCD at 7:30 will make the announcements.
CANBERRA - Australia is
Continent Baptist College, nesday, September 17, in the
Presiding for The Lord's applying temporary import
Sunday School will be at 9:30 p. m. Monday, Sept. 22, in the
Mayfield.
fellowship hall of the church. a. m. and Bible Study and Graves County courthouse in Supper will be Orien Smith and
restrictions on imports of
Officers are Steve Shaw, Del various choirs will meet at six Mayfield.
John Steele.
some knitted garments from
Fleming, Ron Mitchell, and Bill p. m. Sunday.
James 'Harris, James Hern- the People's Republic of ChiOrganized two years ago, the
Porter.
Taking the offering on Sunday Jackson Purchase chapter of don, Newell Hopkins, and na until June 30, 1976.
Subscribers wise have not
This part of action which
will be M. C. Garrott, Orvin the KCCD now has 120 members Wayne Hopkins will serve on
received
their
home the government is taking to
Hutson, Wayne Wright, Greg and has begun a series of the Extension Department.
LAKE DATA
delivered copy of The
Bible Study will be at 9:30 stabilize imports of clothing
Mansfield, Jerry
Henry, seminars concerning crime and
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 355.8,
into Australia.
Murray ledger I. Times by
a.m. Sunday.
Charles
delinquency
Ryan,
and
in
C.
several
D.
Vinson,
area
down 0.1.
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
Jr.
cities.
Below dam 302.1, no change.
753-1916 between 5:30 p. in.
Volunteer nursery workers
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.7,
Sunday morning will be Mrs
and 6 p. m. to insure
down 0.1.
delivery of the newspaper.
Walsh, Mrs. Mike
Below dam 303.1, down 0.7. Ned
Calls must be placed before
Robertson,
Mrs. Michael Sykes,
Sunset 7:09 p. m. Sunrise 6:37
Raymond Clark, Mrs. Durwood
6 p.m.
a. m.
Beatty, ' Miss Lynne Beatty,
Miss Martha Lyle Pitman, Mrs.
"Religion and the Campus"
Bobby Malone, Miss Mary
will be the subject of the sermon
********************
Morris, Miss Deena Dailey, by Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr., at
Mrs. William McDougal, Miss the 8:45 and 10:50 a. m. services
Angie McDougal,and Miss Beth on Sunday, September 14, at the
Taylor.
First United Methodist Church,
South Fifth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Turn off any light not
The scripture for his sermon
4.
needed.
will be from Philippians 1:13.
A solo, "Lord God of
** A **** * ***********
Abraham," will be sung at both
services by Prof. Larrie Clark.
The Chancel Choir, directed by
Paul Shahan with Mrs. Richard
Farrell as organist, will sing the
anthem, "The Highway of the
Upright" at the 10:50 services.
When cleaning house,
Church School will be held
forget to remove
don't
between the morning services.
light dimming dust
The Senior High United
from lamp bulbs.
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet Sunday at six p.m. in
the Senior High Lounge for
"Rap" session. Each one is to
Pvt. Leonard J. Schindler, Jr., bring one dollar for pizza
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard J.
Sunday at six p. m. the Junior
Schindler, Sr., of Murray, is High UMYF will meet at the
now serving with the U.S. Ar- Murray City Park for a cook-out
my and will leave September and vespers.
Kitchen, bathroom,
Youth counselors for Sep22 for Germany. The Schinrec room, laundry —
1200 CASH SACK NOW! Buy now for a $200 cash rebate on a Dodg
dlers had four of their six sons tember are Stan and Mary Jane
Custom pickup that makes It the lowest priced full-sized pickup in America
great places for superto serve in the Armed Ser- Key,• Wayne and Susan - BlackWith the same rebate available on a &pad of '76 pickup with special inter,
ford, and Tommy and Glenda
and.exterior features that sweeten the deal even morel Come and see to
efficient fluorescent
vices of the country.
yourself you Can't get all this pickup yaine anywhere else'
Christ).
lights.

Dr. David C. Roos
Gives Topic For

Services Are Today
For Mr, Williams

•

pastor in Illinois, Ohio, and
Texas, and is the author of two
books, Journey Into Fullness
and Journey Into Usefullness.
Services will be held Sunday
at 10:50 a. m. and seven p. m.
and Monday through Thursday
at 7:30 p. m. Nursery will be
provided for babies through age
four, and a special Children's
Church program will be held for
preschoolers and children,
grades one to three.
Free bus transportation will
be available by calling 753-9710
or 753-5750, according to the
church pastor, Rev. Jerrell
White, who invites the public to
attend.
Special music will be by the
Mahoney Sisters who are
daughters of Dr. and Mrs.
Mahoney, Memorial Church
Choirs, Sunshower, and Ron
Hampton.
At the Sunday morning
service the Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Rev. Ron Flampton
will sing "All I Have Belongs to
Jesus." At the evening service
special music will be by the
College Choir. L. D. Cathey will
serve as deacon of the week.

LaVerne C. Ryan Receives
Doctor Education Degree What can you do
when you want
extra money?

Sunday Sermon

Whitten Receives
Appreciation Award

will

V olu

Let H & R Block teach you
to prepare income tax returns.
R Block knows income taxes, and how to teach
you to prepare income tax returns
We teach income tax preparation to people who have
a flair for dealing accurately with figures, and who
envoy working with the public, and who would like to
earn extra income in their spare time Over 300.000
students have graduated from our Income Tax Course
H &

We teach classes in more than 2,000 communities
throughout the country There is almost certain to be a
class location and time satisfactory to you Job interviews available for best students Send for free informahon and class schedules today HURRY!

Classes Start: September 15
Contact the 0000211BLOCIML office nearest you
753-9204
903 Arcadia
Murray, Ky.
Please send me free information about your tax preparation course. I understand there is no obligation.
Name
Address
Phone_
State
City
mow

CLIP AND MAIL TODAY

John Dale And
Harvey Elder Will
i Here Sunday
Speak

Bro. Mines Speaker
Coldwater Church

Imports restricted
by Australians

Miss Your Paper?

615-115SOMBINES

,These International® 615-715 Combines with
corn heads have big power for bad weather.
slopes, an,d to combine high population stands
of corn without plugging.
• Deep-ledge platforms give better feeding in
all crops. Exclusive fin and wire racks have
50% more open space: let you operate at faster
ground speeds and still save grain.
• You never run out of power because horsepower is matched to the combine. Quick attach
platforms and corn heads
• Foll-width threshing from 10-1/2 to. 18-1/2ft. Complete comfort tnside
. less noise an
heat. Variable speed cylinder and fan drives
. . fast adjust concaves.

p

di Purchase Equipment Co.
my Hwy. 94E Phone 753-2215

I.

076

4.
Sunshine is free
V lighting. Unless it will
c; create a heat problem,
open the drapes and
(. let it fill your home.

2
.

Dodge Custom
America's Lowest Priced
Full-Sized Pickup!

COME IN NOW FOR A
GREAT PICKUP DEAL!

SC011 DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET

Will Be Open Every Sunday

Jim Fain Motors
9th & Syctimore - 753-3260

For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
- Open 12:00 A.M. Tile P.M. _31_11_91JULILJULIWUJULJAAJULO-1-11-11-LA 9 9C;

4

5.

Unless there's a special
reason for a bright
light, replace highwattage bulbs with
low-wattage ones.

LIGHT
RIGHT

3.

6.

When buying bulbs,
read the package. Get
bulbs that give the
most light (lumens)
for the least wattage.

Six Ways To
Greater Lighting Efficiency
M:

WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
/
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SPECIAL
1 used 1972 Massey Ferguson 410 Combine
in excellent condition. 13 ft. platform, air conditioned, hydraulic reel chopper.

'Religion And The
Campus' Subject
For Dr. Fisher

Jim Fain Motors Has The

An
fram
time

M;
$1

Ruling Star Lodge
Plans Program On
Sunday At Church

Missionaries And
Rev. Wayne Todd
Church Speakers
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Murray-Mayfield 753-5012
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